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A holistic tree seedling model for the investigation
of functional trait diversity
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Abstract

Improved insights into the basis for the large variation in plant traits observed in nature are expected from the development of
more holistic optimization models. Holistic approaches emphasize the effects of interactions and tradeoffs among multiple traits
on whole plant fitness rather than studying individual traits in isolation. Using this holistic approach, we developed a general
model of tree seedling form and function. Here we present this new model and examine its realism and utility. The modeled
growth of tree seedlings reproduced natural patterns accurately, including subtle ontogenetic shifts and environmental responses.
The underlying processes of resource acquisition also behaved realistically, including the key process of stomatal control. Due
to its holistic approach and the generality of the tradeoffs on which it is based, the model is well suited to investigating both
general laws governing alternative designs for tree seedlings and the nature of trait adaptation in response to competition and
environmental differences.
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. Introduction

One of the most striking observations about plant
ommunities everywhere is the high level of quantita-
ive variation in functional traits among plant species
oth within sites (Westoby et al., 2002) and among
ites (Niinemets, 2001; Wright et al., 2004; Maherali
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et al., 2004). This trait diversity is not only fascina
ing to naturalists, but also of ecological importa
since it affects species distributions (Guthrie, 1989
Roderick et al., 2000; Prior et al., 2003) as well as
ecosystem processes (Shugart, 1997; D́ıaz et al., 2004
Suding et al., 2005). Although progress has been ma
in understanding some dimensions of plant trait va
tion (Westoby et al., 2002; Reich et al., 2003), much still
remains to be elucidated. Through an original app
tion of an optimization modeling approach our st
aims to improve this understanding.
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We chose an approach based on optimization since
optimization models have important advantages over
more empirical and statistical models in investigat-
ing patterns of trait variation (Maynard Smith, 1982;
Mooney and Chiariello, 1984; Givnish, 1986a; Parker
and Maynard Smith, 1990; Farnsworth and Niklas,
1995; Mäkel̈a et al., 2002; Sutherland, 2005). Most
significantly, optimization models are derived from
first principles (Parker and Maynard Smith, 1990;
Sutherland, 2005), which allows the mechanisms
underlying plant function to be investigated directly.
Furthermore, since first principles apply generally,
optimization models can be used to make predictions
about responses under new conditions (Sutherland,
2005).

These advantages have allowed optimization mod-
els for particular elements of plant function to provide
insights into diverse aspects of plant function: nitro-
gen allocation (Hilbert et al., 1991; Van der Werf et
al., 1993; Hikosaka and Hirose, 1998; Buckley et al.,
2002), root-to-shoot ratio (Orians and Solbrig, 1977;
Schulze et al., 1983; Hilbert, 1990; Chen and Reynolds,
1997; Stuefer et al., 1998; Magnani et al., 2002), shoot
architecture (King, 1981, 1990; Niklas, 1994c), spe-
cific and canopy leaf area (Schieving and Poorter, 1999;
Farquhar et al., 2002), stomatal control (Cowan and
Farquhar, 1977; Hari et al., 1986; Givnish, 1986b;
Mäkel̈a et al., 1996), and water-use (Schwinning and
Ehleringer, 2001; Zavala, 2004). To advance this line
of inquiry, we have developed a more holistic optimiza-
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Farnsworth and Niklas, 1995; Gutschick, 1999). Few
optimization models have addressed the challenge of
multiple plant functions, and those that have typically
used a multi-objective optimization approach which is
difficult to justify biologically (Niklas, 1994c). A more
elegant solution is to integrate multiple functions into
a single fitness measure as in TAD where growth rate
is maximized, but with prevention of carbon starva-
tion, dehydration, and mechanical failure acting as con-
straints. The combination of survival and maximization
of growth is a well accepted fitness measure for tree
seedlings, since maximal seedling growth increases the
chance to survive into adulthood and increases lifetime
reproductive potential (Van Valen, 1975; Harcombe,
1987; Oliver and Larson, 1996; Landis and Peart,
2005). Thus the fitness measure in TAD is biologically
realistic and can be easily interpreted.

Third, the variation in individual traits cannot
be fully understood without taking into account the
direct and indirect effects of other traits (Mooney and
Chiariello, 1984; K̈orner, 1991; Gutschick, 1999). In
other words, the conclusions from studying traits at the
organ level in isolation do not necessarily scale up to the
whole plant. For example, the values for leaf traits that
maximize nitrogen-use-efficiency at the leaf level are
not the same as the values for leaf traits that maximize
nitrogen-use-efficiency at the whole plant level (Aerts
and Chapin, 2000). This interdependence requires tak-
ing a whole plant approach. Furthermore, ecophysiol-
ogy can be directly linked to population and community
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ion model, the Tree seedling Adaptive Designs (TA
odel that considers a broad array of elements in p

unction influencing tree seedling growth and survi
ere we present the TAD model as well as dem
trating its realism with a particular focus on seed
rowth analysis.

TAD advances plant optimization models in fo
mportant ways. First, while fitness is known to
ffected by multiple traits and may be limited by m

iple resources (Mooney and Chiariello, 1984; K̈orner,
991; Gutschick, 1999), TAD is to our knowledge th
rst optimization model to incorporate key traits as
iated with the economy of all four primary resour
or plant growth: water, nitrogen, light and carbon.

Second, many plant organs perform multiple ta
nd consequently their traits must reflect a com
ise optimizing performance across a set of individ

asks (Mooney and Chiariello, 1984; K̈orner, 1991
cology only at the whole-plant level of trait org
ization (Mooney and Chiariello, 1984). Some othe
ptimization models recently have moved toward
olistic approach (Schwinning and Ehleringer, 200
avala, 2004), but not as comprehensively as TAD.

Fourth, plant traits modify the environment a
hereby also the selection on traits (Van Valen, 1977
aland et al., 2004). In TAD these feedbacks on t
nvironment are modeled in a spatially explicit m
er. Consequently TAD is capable of accounting for
ffects of neighbor–neighbor competition. Some
ious optimization models (Cohen, 1970; Iwasa et a
984; King, 1990, 1993; Schieving and Poorter, 19
chwinning and Ehleringer, 2001) have also include

hese feedback effects, but none has considered co
ition for light, nitrogen, and water all at the same tim
ecause of this and also the preceding points, TAD

esents a significant advance in optimization mode
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of the contribution of interacting traits to variation in
plant function.

2. Model introduction

The holistic approach of the TAD model results in
a truly complex system of trait interactions. Conse-
quently the TAD model has a relatively large number of
trait variables even though each individual tradeoff was
modeled as simply as possible. Specifically, the TAD
model is based on the interactions, and particularly the
tradeoffs, among 34 functional traits critical to seedling
growth (listed inTable A1in Appendix A). These 34
traits were selected based on a thorough review of the
literature on the functional ecology of woody plants.
The primary criteria for making a trait subject to opti-
mization in the TAD model was that (a) the trait has a
substantial effect on a tradeoff affecting one of the four
resources included in TAD and (b) this tradeoff was
sufficiently well understood and quantified to model
with reasonable accuracy. Since the values of the 34
traits are jointly optimized in the model, we refer to
these 34 traits asindependent traits in contrast to other
dependent traits that can be derived from the values
for these 34 traits. Functional traits that did not derive
from the independent traits nor meet our criteria for
inclusion as independent variables were set to a con-
stant value in the current version of the TAD model.
Since leaves have been studied much more intensively
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evolution (Goldberg, 1989). Specifically, as in bio-
logical evolution, the efficiency of GAs derives from
the interaction of selection and recombination of trait
value combinations over many generations where each
subsequent generation builds on the best trait combina-
tions of the previous one until an optimum is reached
(Goldberg, 1989). Consequently GAs can mimic in
a general way the effect of history on evolutionary
outcomes (Farnsworth and Niklas, 1995; Wagner and
Altenberg, 1996).

The model outcomes found by the GA represent
optimal design solutions constrained by the tradeoffs
and interactions among the independent traits. In the
case of TAD only phenotypic constraints could be mod-
eled since the genetic controls of most functional plant
traits are currently not sufficiently well described to
include any genetic constraints (Geber and Griffen,
2003). The solutions found with the GA in the TAD
model thus represent potential optimal tree seedling
designs from a strictly phenotypic perspective.

Given that the functional tradeoffs and interactions
among the 34 independent traits are the defining char-
acteristics of the TAD model, in the following para-
graphs we provide a brief summary of these tradeoffs in
the context of the plant organs involved. This introduc-
tion focuses on outlining the tradeoffs and particularly
on demonstrating how the different tradeoffs are inter-
connected through the multifunctional roles of individ-
ual traits. The equations showing precisely how the 34
independent traits fit into this complex network of inter-
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han roots, the current version of the model has a m
etailed representation of aboveground than below
round traits, but many belowground traits and p
esses are included. The 34 independent traits in
our parameters related to seed reserve allocation
arameters related to carbon allocation, three pa
ters involved in nitrogen allocation, three parame

or stomatal control, nine leaf traits, five root traits, a
our wood traits.

The simultaneous optimization of the 34 indep
ent traits in the TAD model requires a powerful num

cal technique. We chose a genetic algorithm (GA)
his purpose (Goldberg, 1989; Mitchell, 1996). In addi-
ion to their efficiency as an optimization techniq
As are attractive because of their similarity to so

ey aspects of biological evolution (Farnsworth an
iklas, 1995; Wagner and Altenberg, 1996). In fact
As were initially developed in analogy to biologic
ctions are described in the subsequent section, w
lso gives the detailed references justifying our mo
f individual tradeoffs.

.1. Leaves

Leaves are the main center of activity for plants,
onsequently many plant activities are interconne
here. For example, the gas exchange occurrin
eaves connects the plant’s carbon economy wit
ater economy. Specifically, leaves have stom
ores in their epidermis to regulate gas excha
etween the leaf and the surrounding air. A p
ay increase stomatal conductance allowing m
O2 to diffuse into the leaf, thereby increasing
hotosynthetic rate, but only by simultaneou

ncreasing the amount of water lost from the
hrough transpiration. Since supplying the leaf w
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water is costly in terms of increased construction
of roots for water absorption and stem wood for
its conduction, a plant should regulate its stomatal
conductance such that it maximizes photosynthesis
relative to transpiration. Leaves also have a cuticle
to reduce water losses. Investing in a thicker cuticle
improves survival during a prolonged drought, but also
increases leaf construction cost and thereby carbon
expenditure.

This tradeoff between water loss and carbon uptake
is also affected by the internal anatomy of the
leaves. Increasing the number of mesophyll cell lay-
ers increases the photosynthetic capacity, while at the
same time reducing transpirational water losses from
the leaf since these are proportional to leaf surface area.
In other words, increasing the number of mesophyll cell
layers potentially increases the water-use-efficiency.
However, upper layers of mesophyll cells shade lower
layers, preventing them from getting sufficient light
for photosynthesis, especially if the leaf is in low light
conditions. Consequently, there is a link between trade-
offs related to light and tradeoffs related to leaf gas
exchange.

The thickness of the leaf cell walls also affects this
internal shading. However the cell walls must have a
minimum thickness relative to the cell diameter to with-
stand the cell’s turgor pressure without rupturing. The
turgor pressure is proportional to the osmotic poten-
tial and this osmotic potential in turn critical to the
plant’s ability to draw in water at low soil moisture.
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tradeoff between leaf durability and carbon investment
in leaf construction.

Finally, the photosynthetic capacity of individual
mesophyll cells in the leaves depends on the number
of chloroplasts that they contain. More chloroplasts
increase photosynthetic capacity, but also increase
internal shading, maintenance respiration rate, and lev-
els of nitrogen investment. Thus mesophyll cell design
also links the water, light, and carbon economies with
the nitrogen economy of the plant. Clearly these trade-
offs associated with leaf design alone already represent
a complex system of interactions involving all four
modeled resources.

2.2. Stems, branches, and thick roots

This system of interactions becomes even more
complex when the tree’s structural organs are consid-
ered. Leaves and the structural organs are functionally
linked. Leaves provide the structural organs with the
carbon necessary for growth and maintenance, while
the support structures provide the leaves with the water,
nitrate, and light that are needed for continued car-
bon assimilation. For example, the total stem cross-
sectional area affects the stem’s hydraulic conductance,
but also increases its construction cost. The advantage
of a higher stem conductance is a higher rate of water
supply to the leaves and consequently higher photosyn-
thetic rates. Alternatively, if leaves increase water-use
without adequate stem conductance, then xylem water
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hus the availability of water constrains the minim
ell wall thickness. Furthermore, like cuticle thickne
he thickness of the cell walls affects the leaf const
ion cost thereby creating another link to the car
conomy.

Similarly, leaves may contain varying amounts
clerenchyma. Sclerenchyma increases the str
f a leaf. Similarly the thickness of mesophyll c
alls relative to mesophyll cell diameter increa

he strength of the leaf, although sclerenchyma i
imes as strong on a cross-section basis. In genera
ongevity of leaves is a function of their strength, p
umably to resist mechanical damage by herbivor
ear and tear from wind. The disadvantages of inv

ng in sclerenchyma are that this reduces photo
hetic capacity slightly by increasing internal shad
n the leaf as well as increasing construction cost. T
clerenchyma and mesophyll wall thickness media
otentials could drop substantially. To withstand th
ower water potentials the xylem conduits need to h
hicker cell walls to guard against implosion in the c
f cavitation, which increases carbon investment c
er conduit.

The thickness of the conduit walls relative to c
uit diameter also determines the density of the w
nd thereby also its strength. Thus there is a direc
etween xylem hydraulics and stem mechanics,

mportant implications for light capture. In particul
he structural organs need to have sufficient mech
al strength to support themselves as well as the le
nd any external loads imposed on them. To sup

his mechanical load the main thick roots, stem
ranches need to increase in cross-section area, th

ncreasing construction and maintenance costs.
arbon cost increases dramatically as the tree gro
eight. However, height growth is necessary to ex
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new leaf growth into the best light environment. This
effect is particularly strong when neighboring plants
are competing for light. Thus as in leaf design, the
design of structural organs involves multiple tradeoffs
and interactions among the carbon, water, and light
economies which further increases complexity in the
network of interactions among traits.

2.3. Fine roots

Much as in leaves, in fine roots there are tradeoffs
among resource uptake, nitrogen investment, and main-
tenance costs. Specifically, fine roots can have a greater
investment in metabolic activity associated with higher
nitrogen content and higher nutrient uptake rates, but
this also increases their maintenance respiration. There
is also a belowground analogy to the tradeoff between
the costs of extension growth and access to light. In
particular, fine roots can be distributed primarily in the
upper soil layers where nitrate is most abundant but
where evaporation is also greater or in deeper soil layers
where they can avoid competition and moisture avail-
ability is typically greater. Thus belowground there is a
three-way tradeoff among nitrate uptake, water uptake,
and carbon costs for root construction.

2.4. Whole seedling

The pattern emerging from this sketch of tradeoffs
in tree seedling design is that no tradeoff acts entirely
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tunity to potentially gain new insights into the causes
of trait variation in nature. This potential for emergent
properties due to complex interactions is what sets the
TAD model apart from more traditional models opti-
mizing only an isolated element of plant function.

2.5. Limitations

As is the case for any model, the TAD model has
both strengths and weaknesses that reflect our modeling
goals and objectives. We place a premium on strength-
ening our understanding of the interactions among
traits that influence growth and survival within a fairly
normal range of environmental conditions associated
with upland forests within a climate zone. Our focus is
on the uptake and use of resources for growth, not on
factors that define latitudinal range limits or that decide
survival of episodes of severe environmental stress.
Specifically, the TAD model is not addressing ques-
tions of cold hardiness, salt tolerance, or flood tolerance
(soil anoxia). In any case, the tradeoffs associated with
adaptations for surviving these severe environmental
stress factors often are still too poorly understood for
inclusion in the tradeoffs organizing the model. Thus,
in its present form, the TAD model cannot be applied
in extreme environments such as the arctic tree line
or a mangrove swamp. Nor can the model address the
distribution of species along an environmental gradient
involving any of these critical stresses. The TAD model
is appropriate, however, for making predictions about
t ow-
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n isolation of other tradeoffs—a complex network
nteractions among traits arises because many
ave multiple functional connections associated
ore than one tradeoff. Furthermore, the economi

he four main plant resources are interacting in m
le ways both within the functioning of an individu
rgan and through interactions among organs. Co
uently the design constraints for tree seedlings re
ent a complex system, and complex systems are k
o behave in fundamentally different ways from th
ndividual components (Bossomaier and Green, 200
llis, 2005). In the case of the TAD model that mea

hat the type of trait variation expected in response
nvironmental difference based on considering a s

radeoff in isolation at the organ level may not be
ame as when considering an ensemble of tradeo
he whole plant level. The holistic approach taken in
evelopment of the TAD model thus provides an op
he nature of trait adaptation in tree seedlings gr
ng in upland forests within a climate zone, which
ufficient to this early stage of our investigations.

At this stage in its development, the TAD model a
oes not address questions of phenotypic plasticity

ts potential influence on the evolution of trait co
lexes (Pigliucci, 2004). Real tree species are usua
rowing over a range of environments and there is o
ome degree of gene flow between local popula
ithin this range. This environmental heterogen
ould prevent the species from becoming perfe
dapted to any one of the local environments as we
electing for plasticity in individual traits (Sultan and
azzaz, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c). However, at this poin
e are interested only in investigating the simpler c
f adaptation to a single environment. Furthermore
osts of plasticity are still not understood (Pigliucci,
005). Thus as in other trait optimization models,
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possible effects of selection for performance in multi-
ple environments are set aside.

Finally it is important to note that TAD in particu-
lar and optimization models more generally are ideally
suited asinvestigative models, as opposed topredictive
models (Parker and Maynard Smith, 1990; Sutherland,
2005). In predictive models the emphasis is on accu-
rately modeling a particular species in detail, whereas
in investigative models priority is given to generality.
For example, when the purpose of the model is to accu-
rately forecast the yield of a crop as in agronomic or
silvicultural research, then a predictive model is most
suitable (Perttunen et al., 1996; Genard et al., 1998).
To achieve this accuracy, predictive models rely on
greater empiricism that obscures the underlying mech-
anisms (Parker and Maynard Smith, 1990; Sutherland,
2005). Consequently, predictive models are unsuitable
to investigating the general evolutionary causes of vari-
ation in tree designs. Empirical models can at most give
some limited insights into the effect of trait variation
in the immediate vicinity of the current value by doing
a parameter sensitivity analysis. In contrast, investiga-
tive models sacrifice some empirical accuracy in favor
of the greater generality that can be achieved by focus-
ing on the underlying tradeoffs that govern trait vari-
ation. In other words, the predictions of investigative
models are derived from first principles (Sutherland,
2005). This mechanistic basis of optimization models
allows their predictions to be generalized across the full
breadth of present day tree seedling designs as well as
e
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Fig. 1. Grid cell representation of seedlings and environment in the
TAD model. The face of each grid cell is 30 cm× 30 cm and each
cell has a nominal depth of 30 cm. The particular example illustrated
schematically here shows a case where two different seedling designs
are competing with each other; note that in the actual simulation there
is a repeating boundary condition horizontally to avoid edge effects.

than in models where leaves and roots are represented
individually (for example, LIGNUM,Perttunen et al.,
1996). The advantage of this aggregate approach is that
simulations require much less memory and run more
quickly; the disadvantage is that some questions related
to seedling architecture cannot be investigated.

A second simplification is that a vertical slice
through the seedling population represents the envi-
ronment where neighbor–neighbor interactions occur.
As shownFig. 1, the space in the model consists of a
wall of grid cells that are stacked on top of each other
like blocks. In this representation, the units are the same
as in nature in that the wall of grid cells has a nominal
depth (30 cm), but interactions basically are reduced
to two dimensions: the vertical direction and only one
horizontal direction. Since it is reasonable to assume
that the interactions in the second horizontal direction
would be similar to the first, this simplified repre-
sentation can reproduce natural seedling-seedling and
seedling-environment interactions. The great advan-
tage of using a 2D instead of a 3D array of grid cells, of
course, is that computational effort is greatly reduced
not just because fewer grid cells are needed but also
because fewer seedlings need to be simulated to assess
competitive interactions. Another advantage of using
a grid cell representation is that resource levels can be
calculated as a balance of flows into and out of grid
xtinct and potential future designs.

. Model description

The following subsections give the detailed, fu
eferenced description of the seedling simula
odel including all equations and assumptions. S
ols used in equations are defined where they are
sed, and also are summarized inAppendix A.

.1. Spatial representation

The model makes two simplifications that red
omputational effort substantially. The first is t
pace is divided into grid cells (Fig. 1). Each grid cel
an contain a cluster of leaves and twigs or a bloc
oil and roots. This aggregated representation is sim
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cells. Thus only neighboring cells need to be consid-
ered when calculating available resource levels. For
example, in many conventional models, light intensity
calculations check for obstructions to light in every
direction and then sum the light rays coming from
the unobstructed directions, whereas here irradiance is
simply the sum of radiation coming from the immedi-
ately neighboring cells directly and diagonally above.
Without these simplifications the novel multiple-trait
approach in the TAD model would not have been fea-
sible using current computers (1–2 GHz); the reduced
dimensionality and aggregation do not compromise the
basic questions we wish to investigate.

3.2. Seedling spacing and initial size

Normally in TAD, there is a row of four seedlings
in each growth simulation to include the effects of
neighbor–neighbor competition as illustrated inFig. 1.
However, TAD also gives the option to run the growth
simulations without competing neighbors, in which
case the grid would contain only one seedling. In the
default case of competing neighbors, the seedlings are
spaced at every second grid cell (i.e. 60 cm apart). To
avoid edge effects and ensure symmetry in the horizon-
tal direction there is a repeating boundary condition. In
other words, one could consider the right side of the grid
as connected to the left side of the grid as if the grid were
on the surface of a cylinder, or alternatively one could
consider that there are an infinite number of identical
c ion.
A nly
o grid
c and
k eed
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T itial
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t t-to-
s ated
t ird
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a over
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Y nd
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3.3. Environment

Details of how environment is described in the TAD
model are given in the following numbered subsec-
tions: (1) weather, (2) nutrient input, (3) evaporation,
(4) light interception and distribution, (5) atmospheric
CO2 concentration, and (6) soil resources.

3.3.1. Weather
The weather in the simulations varies on two time

scales. There is (1) a variation from 1 day to the next
that follows a prescribed time series and (2) a fixed
diurnal variation. The prescribed time series is gener-
ated from a statistical distribution that imitates natural
randomness, and the same time series is used in each
simulation for a given environmental regime to avoid
statistical noise in the results. The diurnal variation
follows the same basic pattern every day and is sim-
ply scaled in magnitude by the level for that day in the
day-to-day time series. For example, the value from the
light intensity time series gives the average light inten-
sity for the particular day and this average intensity is
used to scale the diurnal curve of light variation. Dif-
ferent time series can be used as specified by the user.
For example, if the user is interested in a light treat-
ment then there is a choice of light time series each
with a different range of light intensities. The distribu-
tions and ranges for the different weather time series
are summarized inTable 1. There are five time steps
for diurnal variation in weather: early morning (3 h),
l oon
( lso
c does
i

3
rate

( he
t th.
I ari-
a type.
I pa-
r dent
n ns.

3
of

s tant
opies of the grid repeating in the horizontal direct
t the beginning of the simulation each seedling o
ccupies one above ground and one below ground
ell. The initial seed size is specified in the program
ept constant for all simulations, but these initial s
esources can be allocated differently in the germin
here are four independent traits specifying this in
llocation. The first specifies the proportion alloca

o below ground versus above ground parts (roo
hoot). The second specifies the proportion alloc
o fine roots versus thick roots (fine-to-thick). The th
pecifies the proportion allocated to leaves versus s
nd branches (leaf-to-stem). The fourth is the frac
llocated to storage that the seedling can use to c
aintenance costs in subsequent days. A dry ma
.0 g was chosen for the initial seed size (Young and
oung, 1992) with a composition of 50% carbon, a
% nitrogen (our unpublished data).
ate morning (3 h), early afternoon (3 h), late aftern
3 h), and night (12 h). The distribution of light a
hanges direction over the course of the day, as it
n nature.

.3.2. Nitrate input
The nitrate input is a constant user-specified

g nitrogen/m2/day). This nitrate input is added to t
opsoil layer daily over the simulated period of grow
n nature, nutrient inputs are influenced by many v
bles such as temperature, soil moisture, and litter

n this model, nitrate input was intentionally kept se
ate from these other variables so that truly indepen
itrate treatments could be applied in the simulatio

.3.3. Evaporation
Evaporation occurs only from the top layer

oil grid cells. The rate of evaporation is cons
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Table 1
Ranges for weather data for different treatments in simulated experiments

Variable Distribution Range

Temperature (◦C) Normal Low: mean 22, max 28.2, min 16.6
High: mean 27, max 33.7, min 20.1

PAR (�mol/m2) Uniform random Ranges for the five light treatment levels: 1–20, 20–50, 50–200, 200–500, 500–1000
Relative humidity (%) Uniform random Ranges for the two humidity treatment levels: 50–75, 70–90

throughout the simulation since the effect of weather
and soil moisture on evaporation pose complications
that are not important to the main purpose of the model.
Thus for simplicity a constant evaporation rate per soil
area is specified and is a function of only the amount
of water available in the soil

Evap = EdailySgrid

e−2Ψsoil
(1)

Evaporation (Evap) declines exponentially with soil
moisture to prevent the evaporative water loss from
grid cells from exceeding the water available. The user
specifies the constantEdaily. Sgrid is the soil surface area
andΨsoil is the soil water potential.

3.3.4. Light interception and distribution
The light incident at the top of the grid is assumed

to be from three directions: directly from above and
at 45◦ angles from left and right. The relative amount
from each direction depends on the time of day, and
the absolute amount on the weather input time series as
explained above. The light incident to lower grid cells
is the sum of the light incident to the three neighboring
grid cells above (vertically and diagonally) minus the
amount of light that is intercepted by foliage in those
cells.

Light interception is modeled using an equation
derived byMonsi and Saeki (1953):

I

w nds
o af.
T ed
h ted
t
i e

the canopy grid cell, andn is the number of leaves in
the grid cell.

The photosynthetic rate is calculated by assuming
that the median light intensity within a grid cell is rep-
resentative for the light intensity received by the leaves
at the aggregated level of the grid cell. This approxima-
tion is calculated by settingn to half the total number
of leaves in the grid cell. The light leaving the grid cell
to enter the grid cell below is calculated by settingn
to the total number of leaves in the grid cell. The num-
ber of leaves in the grid cell is calculated by dividing
the total leaf area by the area of a leaf. The leaf size
was constant in all simulations since the advantages of
large leaf size are insufficiently well understood cur-
rently to make leaf size an independent variable in the
model. An area of 64 cm2 was chosen as representative
of an average size leaf based on our unpublished data
for seedlings of 26 temperate deciduous hardwood tree
species.

3.3.5. Atmospheric CO2

The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide is
an important resource and is known to have played an
important role in the evolution of plants (Bateman et
al., 1998; Willis and McElwain, 2002). In the model,
the user can set the atmospheric CO2 concentration. It
remains constant throughout the simulation and affects
the rate of photosynthesis as will be explained in the
section on leaf gas exchange.

3
for

t cell
a ply
t roots
a ll of
t and
i inter-
v hes
= I0

(
1 − sleaf

Sgrid

)n
(2)

heresleaf is the effective area of a leaf, which depe
n the direction of the light and the angle of the le
o simplify computations, all leaves were assum
orizontal, and uniformly and randomly distribu

hroughout the grid cell. The variable,I is the light
ntensity in the canopy,I0 is the light intensity abov
.3.6. Soil moisture
As with the light calculations, the calculations

he water available in the soil make use of the grid
pproach. The water contained in a grid cell is sim

he balance between the uptakes by the seedlings
nd the water added to the cell. Water is added to a

he soil grid cells at the beginning of the simulation
s subsequently replenished at a user-specified
al. At each water addition, the soil moisture reac
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some user-specified percentage of saturation. Rather
than requiring rewetting of the entire soil profile each
time, the model has an option to impose a vertical pro-
file where only the topmost layer of soil grid cells is
rewetted each time, the second layer every second time,
the third layer every third time, etc. The program also
permits setting a drought period where rewetting is sus-
pended for a user-specified number of days, starting at a
user-specified day within the simulated growth period.
After the water balance has been computed for a grid
cell, the volume fraction of water remaining may be
used to compute the water potential of the soil (Ψsoil),
and its specific conductance (ε), using empirical curves
relating specific conductance and water potential to
the volume fraction of water in the soil. The curves
for typical clay, sand, and loam soils were taken from
Brady and Weil (1999)and programmed into TAD
using piecewise, linear approximations. The user spec-
ifies if the soil is to be a sand, loam or clay during the
growth simulations. This choice of soil type also deter-
mines the water holding capacity of the soil, as it does
in natural soils.

3.4. Tree seedling traits and trait tradeoffs

The following subsections discussing the trait trade-
offs are organized by function: (1) photosynthesis, (2)
water conduction and mechanical support, and (3) soil
resource uptake. Associated with each of these func-
tions is a type of plant organ: (1) leaves, (2) stem,
b pec-
t unc-
t sed
i

3
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a cross-section of a model leaf (thicker,
open arrows indicate the diffusive pathway for CO2).

as mesophyll cells, but are assumed not to contribute
to photosynthesis. The thickness of the cuticle may
vary and affects minimum transpiration. Stomata are
not modeled explicitly, but are included implicitly via
stomatal conductance.

3.4.1.1. Leaf gas exchange and optimal stomatal con-
trol. Fig. 2 illustrates the simplified representation of
a leaf in the TAD model. The mesophyll cells are
represented by spheres, and the diffusion pathways
for CO2 entering the leaf are indicated by arrows.
Each of these pathways has resistances to diffusion
associated with it. Differences in these resistances
and especially in the number of layers of mesophyll
cells are of great functional importance (Nobel, 1977,
1980).

To simplify the algebra in the derivations that will
follow, the boundary layer conductance (gb) and stom-
atal conductance (gs) were combined into a single con-
ductance (gc):

gc = gsgb

gs + gb
or gs = gcgb

gb − gc
(3)

Building on the approach ofHari et al. (1986), the
model assumes that all the CO2 fluxes are in equilib-
rium. Thus

gi (ci − cc,n) = Pn (4)

gc(ca − ci ) =
∑

Pn = A (5)

w
c

ranches and thick roots, and (3) fine roots, res
ively. In all cases the structures performing these f
ions have a construction cost, which will be discus
n Section3.5.

.4.1. Leaves (photosynthesis and transpiration)
Much of the internal anatomy is included in mod

ng the leaves. In particular, the mesophyll is app
mated by several layers of spherical cells (as sh
n Fig. 2) following the approach ofNobel (1991). Of
ourse, strictly speaking, the mesophyll cells are
pherical, particularly the palisade cells, but this s
lification does not change the fundamental natur

he tradeoffs and is thus a convenient way to simp
he model. Mesophyll cell diameter and cell wall thi
ess are independent traits in the model as well a
itrogen concentration of the mesophyll cell conte
pidermal cells are assumed to have the same dia
n

heregi is the internal CO2 conductance,ci is the CO2
oncentration in the leaf internal air space, andcc,n is
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the CO2 concentration inside the mesophyll cells in the
nth layer of mesophyll cells.Pn is the photosynthetic
rate of thenth mesophyll layer, andA is the total pho-
tosynthetic rate for all of the mesophyll layers. All of
the variables in Eqs.(4) and (5)are expressed per unit
leaf area.

The model assumes that the photosynthetic rate of
a mesophyll cell can be approximated by a function
of the CO2 concentration,cc,n, and the light intensity
inside the cell,f(In).

Pn = cc,nf (In) (6)

The dependence on light intensity is modeled with a
Michaelis–Menten function.

f (In) = Inνlight

klight + In
(7)

whereIn is the light intensity inside the leaf at thenth
mesophyll layer,νlight is a measure of the maximum
photosynthetic capacity of the individual mesophyll
layer that depends on the nitrogen content of the mes-
ophyll cells (see Eq.(21)), andklight is the constant
expressing the response to light.

These functions that model CO2 uptake at the indi-
vidual mesophyll cell level are analogous to the func-
tions that Hari and M̈akel̈a used to model CO2 uptake
at the whole-leaf level (Hari et al., 1986; M̈akel̈a
et al., 1996). The whole-leaf view was avoided in
t that
v ntly
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photosynthesis per area,A:

A =
gcca

∑
n

[gif (In)/(gi + f (In))]

gc +
∑
n

[gif (In)/(gi + f (In))]
(9)

or

A =
ca

∑
n

[gif (In)/(gi + f (In))]

1 + (g−1
s + g−1

b )
∑
n

[gif (In)/(gi + f (In))]

(10)

or

A = gccaS

gc + S
(11)

where

S =
∑
n

gif (In)

gi + f (In)
(12)

The transpiration rate,E, is assumed to be a function of
only the stomatal (gs), cuticular (gmin), and boundary
layer (gb) conductances. Assuming that the stomatal
conductance is in parallel to the cuticular conductance,
and that both are in series with the boundary layer con-
ductance yields the following equation:

E

( (
g g

) (
1.6g g

))

w ion
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a ity
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d f and
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a

he model because newer studies have shown
ariation in internal leaf structure varies consiste
ith environmental gradients (Roderick et al., 2000
iinemets, 2001; Wright and Westoby, 2002) and
ith leaf photosynthetic capacity (Nobel, 1977, 1980
991; Patton and Jones, 1989; Roderick et al., 19
999b).

Substituting Eq.(6) in Eq. (4) above, and solvin
or cc,n, and then substituting back into Eq.(6) gives
he following equation for the photosynthetic rate
esophyll layern, Pn:

n = gicif (In)

gi + f (In)
(8)

his expression for mesophyll cell photosynthesis
e substituted in Eq.(5) and solved forci. This expres
ion for ci can then be substituted back into Eq.(5)
nd simplified to obtain the following equation for le
= 1.6 b s

gb + gs
+ b min

1.6gb + gmin
�w

(13)

here the factor 1.6 accounts for the higher diffus
ate of H2O in air than CO2 in air. The�w is the mola
raction gradient of water vapor from the substo
tal cavity to the air, which is a function of humid
nd temperature. Humidity is assumed to be satu

nside the leaf, and the humidity for the atmosph
s given by the weather inputs. The water vapor
ient also depends on the temperature of the lea

he air temperature, which is influenced by the wea
nputs as well. The leaf temperature is assumed to
, 5, and 2◦C above air temperature for the four di
al time steps in sequential order, and 1◦C below air

emperature during the night.
The model uses the expression derived by Co

nd Farquhar for modeling stomatal control (Cowan
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and Farquhar, 1977; Cowan, 1982). In this expression,
the optimal variation of stomatal conductance is such
that the partial derivative of transpiration with respect
to photosynthesis is constant. This constant has been
called the marginal cost of water, and is usually desig-
nated asλ. In TAD νwater, the inverse ofλ, is used in
the computations

∂E

∂A
= λ = 1

νwater
or

∂E/∂gs

∂A/∂gs
= λ = 1

νwater
(14)

Sincegb is constant in the model, we can replacegs
with gc to simplify calculation of the preceding partial
derivatives from Eqs.(11) and (13)

∂E

∂gc
= 1.6�w (15)

∂A

∂gc
= caS

2

(gc + S)2
(16)

The preceding three equations can be combined to
solve for the optimal conductance,gc,opt

gc,opt = S

(√
ca

�w1.6ν
− 1

)
(17)

or

gs,opt = gb(
√
ca/�w1.6ν − 1)S

gb − (
√
ca/�w1.6ν − 1)S

(18)

The equation forgc,opt is analogous to the equation that
M al
c tly,
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t con-
d rent
a r,
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y
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o d
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c at

all the available water in the soil is used up over an
infinitely long drought period. This formulation repre-
sents an important theoretical advance, but is still not
ideal for application in the inquiry that motivates the
present model. Their approach assumes that when a
rain occurs, the entire soil profile is wetted and that the
cost of uptake is the same throughout the entire soil
profile, but in the TAD model the spatial variation in
soil moisture and root distribution is of critical interest.
Furthermore, the TAD model can include competitive
uptake of water by several plants with overlapping
root systems and thus the optimal rate of water uptake
depends on the uptake of competing plants as well as
the time since the last rain. The strategy of compet-
ing plants likely differs between species, size classes
and with any other asymmetries between the competi-
tors. The degree of overlap of root systems and the soil
properties affecting zones of influence of individual
roots will moderate the degree to which competition
affectsνwater. It is unreasonable to imagine that plants
can gather all of this pertinent information on competi-
tors and future weather directly, given that even human
researchers with the aid of modern scientific instru-
ments find this a challenging task. It is much more
reasonable to assume that plants are reacting to com-
petitors indirectly based on the soil moisture available
in the rooted zone. Although the water status of the
seedling’s root zone is not a direct measure of statistical
expectations of future competitor water use, evapora-
tion and precipitation, it is likely correlated with them
i l soil
m
G and
P -
t wn
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s use
t han
t still
b
a f
t f the
s

ν

wn
e ce
äkel̈a et al. (1996)derived for the optimal stomat
onductance, but differs from it in two ways. Firs
t includes the internal leaf conductance explicitly a
akes into account the boundary layer and cuticular
uctances. Secondly, the TAD model takes a diffe
pproach to calculating the marginal cost of wateλ,
r its inverse,νwater; this is discussed below.

Cowan and Farquhar (1977)did not derive a theor
or the magnitude ofλ and only show that it shou
e constant for short periods of time on the orde
n hour or a day. Several solutions for calculatinλ
r more recently its inverseνwaterhave been publishe
ince then (Cowan, 1982; Givnish, 1986b; M̈akel̈a et
l., 1996). Of these the solution byMäkel̈a et al. (1996

s the simplest for practical application. They calcu
water for a soil drying cycle asνwater= p0ekt, wheret
s the time since the last rain,k is a species-specifi
onstant, andp0 is determined numerically such th
n a given environment. Plants can sense the loca
oisture status directly at individual roots (Khalil and
race, 1993; Tenhunen et al., 1994; Loewenstein
allardy, 1998; Crocker et al., 1998) and soil mois

ure over the whole root zone indirectly via their o
ylem water potential (Donovan et al., 2001). Although
light amounts of nocturnal transpiration may ca
he predawn xylem water potential to be lower t
he soil water potential, the parameters should
e correlated (Donovan et al., 2001). Therefore, we
ssume that in tree seedlings,νwater is a function o

he predawn xylem water potential at the base o
tem

water = c1e−c2ψx (19)

Avoidance of xylem cavitation has been sho
xperimentally to directly limit stomatal conductan
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in several woody plant species (Cochard et al., 2002;
Brodribb et al., 2003). Since cavitation is a thresh-
old function of xylem water potential (Sperry, 1995,
2003), these experimental results reinforce the view
of xylem water status as the key control variable for
the regulation of transpiration. In a simulation model
of plant water useSchwinning and Ehleringer (2001)
also assumed a similar relationship where stomatal con-
ductance depends exponentially on plant water poten-
tial. Furthermore, in the TAD model, the stomatal
conductance is also limited by a maximum stomatal
conductance,gmax that sets an upper limit to the stom-
atal conductance that is in turn another independent
trait.

The cuticular conductance (gmin), also called mini-
mum conductance because stomata do not close per-
fectly, varies by almost two orders of magnitude in
nature and depends on cuticular thickness and per-
meability (Nobel, 1991; Kerstiens, 1996; Bargel et
al., 2004). The thickness of cuticles varies from less
than 1�m to approximately 15�m (Choong et al.,
1992; Kozlowski and Pallardy, 1997), and the cutic-
ular conductance varies approximately from 0.0005
to 0.0150 mol H2O/(m2 s) (see Table 8.1 inNobel,
1991). Since cuticular transpiration is a diffusion
process, a linear inverse relationship with thickness
is expected of the following form (Bargel et al.,
2004):

gmin = 0.0075
(20)

Eq.
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i am-

eterdcell is the diameter of a mesophyll cell, which is
an independent variable in the TAD model. The above
relationship between maximum photosynthetic capac-
ity and leaf nitrogen content is supported empirically
within genera (Mooney and Gulmon, 1979; Niinemets
et al., 2002) and across genera (Reich et al., 1997,
1998a, 1999; Shipley and Lechowicz, 2000; Wright et
al., 2001, 2004; Westoby et al., 2002). The parameter
mphoto estimates the slope of the relationship between
nitrogen content and photosynthetic capacity at the
level of an individual mesophyll cell layer. The min-
imum cell nitrogen concentration,Nmin is subtracted
from the cell nitrogen concentration,Ncell to account
for the nitrogen invested in functions unrelated to pho-
tosynthesis.

The light intensity in mesophyll layern, In, is differ-
ent in each layer of mesophyll cells because of shading
from layers above, and can be modeled as follows:

In = Iin(0.9)scw(0.9)scchl (23)

whereIin is the incident light intensity on the leaf, and
the internal shading coefficient due to cell walls (scw)
and due to the chloroplasts (scchl) for layerz of meso-
phyll cells are calculated as follows:

scw = (2z+ 1)(cw) + (z+ 1)(dcellfscl) + tcuticle

cshade1
(24)

scchl = (z− 1)(Ncell −Nmin)
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The constant 0.0075 was estimated by fitting
20) to the ranges of cuticular conductance and cu
hickness in nature given above. The permeabilit
uticles and the effect of residual transpiration thro
mperfectly closed stomata were assumed to be
tant or negligibly different across species.

The parameterνlight is a function of the leaf inves
ent in nitrogen compounds, particularly in photos

hetic enzymes and chlorophyll

light = (Ncell −Nmin)

mphoto

Vmes

Ames
(21)

Vmes

Ames
= (π/6)d3

cell

d2
cell

= π

6
dcell (22)

whereVmes is the mesophyll cell volume andAmes
s leaf area taken up by a mesophyll cell. The par
6
(25)

herefscl andtcuticle are independent variables rep
enting the fraction of leaf cross-section area th
clerenchyma, and the thickness of the leaf cut
espectively. The above shading coefficients (cshade1
nd cshade2) were estimated from measured inter

ight profiles (Cui et al., 1991) using the follow-
ng assumptions. The reduction in light intensity w
pproximated as 20% after each layer of mesop
ells in a typical leaf and that about half of that sh
ng is due to cell walls and the other half due to
hloroplasts. Sclerenchyma tissue is assumed to
shading effect similar to cell walls. Although this

n oversimplification of internal light profiles, this si
lification approximates real light profiles reasona
ell (Cui et al., 1991) and captures the essential nat
f the tradeoffs.
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The diffusion constant for CO2 is given byNobel
(1991)as

DCO2 = D0
CO2

(
T

273

)1.8
P0

P
(26)

where the pressure inside the leaf,P is assumed to
be equal to the air pressure,P0. T is the absolute
temperature of the leaf. The constantD0

CO2
is equal

to 1.4968× 10−9 m2/s if diffusion is in water and
1.33× 10−5 m2/s if it is in air. Following Nobel (Chap-
ter 8 inNobel, 1991), we can approximate the internal
leaf resistances to CO2 diffusion with these diffusion
constants:

Rias = zdcell

Dair
CO2

(27)

The resistance of the internal air space (Rias) is based
on the number of mesophyll cell layers,z, separating
the mesophyll cell layer from the stomata (assumed to
be on the bottom leaf surface only), anddcell is the
mesophyll cell diameter

Rcw = 3(cw)

πDwater
CO2

(28)

The cell wall resistance (Rcw) is based on the cell wall
thickness,cw, and the diffusion constant is divided by
t ugh
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These four resistances may be combined to give the
internal leaf conductance,gi

gi = 1

Rias + Rcw + Rpl + Rcy
(31)

To increase photosynthesis, selection should favor
reducing the resistances to CO2 diffusion across the
mesophyll cell walls by reducing the cell wall thick-
ness,cw, which is an independent trait in the model.
However, there is a tradeoff with the strength of the
cell walls needed to counterbalance the turgor pressure
inside the cells that results from the cell osmotic poten-
tial.

3.4.1.2. Leaf osmotic potential. The osmotic potential
of mesophyll cells is constrained by the ability of the
cell walls to resist the internal pressure at full turgor.
Approximating the cell as a spherical thin walled pres-
sure vessel, the maximum osmotic potential is given by
the following equation (Beer and Johnston, 1985):

osm= −8 cwτ

dcell
(32)

whereτ is the shear strength of the cell walls.
In the TAD model, the leaf osmotic potential is used

as an approximation for the minimum water potential
that the leaf can sustain without wilting (wilting point).
In real leaves, the water potential at the wilting point is
slightly less than the osmotic potential at saturation, but
the two are correlated if the effects of cell wall elasticity
a nd
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hree to account for the tortuosity of the path thro
he cell wall, a realistic approximation according
obel (1991)

pl = 1000

π
(29)

he resistance of the plasmalemma is assumed
onstant as suggested byNobel (1991)

cy = 0.4 × 10−6

πDwater
CO2

(30)

or the cytosol resistance (Rcy), a distance of 0.2�m
rom the plasmalemma to the chloroplasts is assu
nd the diffusion constant is estimated to be a
alf that in water (Nobel, 1991). The resistance o

he chloroplasts is neglected in the model since
ssumed to be the same in all species.
re neglected (Kramer and Boyer, 1995; Kozlowski a
allardy, 1997). The water potential at wilting could b

owered by increasing the elasticity of the cell wa
ut this effect is relatively small (Kramer and Boye
995; Kozlowski and Pallardy, 1997). However, ther

s an advantage to decreasing the elasticity. For a g
mount of leaf dehydration, a leaf with lower elas

ty will result in a lower leaf water potential and th
arger pull on water from the soil than in a leaf w
reater elasticity. Furthermore, the thick cell walls n
ssary to resist the high turgor pressures associate

ow osmotic potentials inherently have a low elas
ty (Niinemets, 2001). There is some debate arou
hether lower elasticity or lower osmotic potentia

ull turgor is more important to improving water upta
rom drying soil (Niinemets, 2001), but in either cas
eaf cells need thick stiff walls. Therefore, the effect
lasticity were neglected in the present version o
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TAD model to keep it as simple as possible. As a con-
sequence of the need for thick cell walls, species with
lower osmotic potentials should also have higher leaf
tissue density. The predicted relationship between leaf
osmotic potential and tissue density has been observed
experimentally (Sack et al., 2003). Thus there is a
fundamental tradeoff between leaf construction cost
(tissue density) and the ability to withstand low water
potentials.

3.4.1.3. Leaf longevity. Leaf life span is closely cor-
related with leaf mass per area (LMA) (Eamus and
Prichard, 1998; Wright et al., 2002; Wright and
Westoby, 2002). Most researchers believe that a large
investment in thick cell walls and sclerenchyma (i.e.
high LMA) increases the strength of the leaf, hence
increasing its resistance to tearing by wind or herbi-
vores and increasing leaf durability (Choong et al.,
1992; Lucas et al., 2000). Using the data for dry sites
from Wright and Westoby (2002)as a guide (data with
a range in leaf longevity of 10–200 weeks), the follow-
ing relationship was estimated:

Llong = (πdcellcw(n+ 2) + 10fscl(n)d2
cell)

100
(33)

This relationship assumes that sclerenchyma is
about 10 times as strong on a cross-sectional area basis
as cell wall tissue (Choong et al., 1992). We assume the
relationship is linear, which is reasonable given that the
s
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area). Conductivity depends mostly on the diameter of
xylem conduits, and to a lesser degree on the constric-
tions between conduits called pits (Hacke and Sperry,
2001; Sperry, 2003). However, the tradeoffs involved
are still not fully understood and quantified (Hacke and
Sperry, 2001; Sperry, 2003). Therefore, the xylem con-
ductivity is taken as a constant in the TAD model. The
user can set the xylem either as conifer xylem (entirely
made of tracheids), or angiosperm xylem (made of
vessels, tracheids, and fibers). The conductivity (κxy)
was set to 2 and 4 kg/(s m MPa) for tracheid and ves-
sel xylem, respectively, values that are typical for the
middle of the respective ranges of values in natural
trees (Sperry, 2003). In the simulations for the first
project presented here the xylem type was set as the
angiosperm type.

3.4.2.2. Minimum xylem water potential. Since a con-
tinuous supply of water to the leaves is essential for
their survival, it is crucial that when a conduit cav-
itates the embolism does not spread to neighboring
conduits. The geometry of the pits controls the low-
est water potential that the xylem can sustain without
cavitation. The design of the pits has evolved to match
the minimum water potential experienced by a woody
plant in its normal habitat (Sperry, 2003). However,
when a conduit does become embolized, not only must
the pit be able to prevent the bubble from spreading, but
the xylem wall must also be able to sustain the pressure
d
s k-
n ater
p

F tion
i

lope of the regression line was 1.2 in the data (Wright
nd Westoby, 2002).

.4.2. Stems, branches, and thick roots (water
ransport and mechanical support)

The model considers both the function of wood
upporting the tree mechanically and in conduc
ater to the leaves.

.4.2.1. Xylem hydraulic conductance. The root and
ranch conductance, respectively, are calculated

r = βrκxy

Lr
(34)

b = βbκxy

Lb
(35)

hereβ is the cross-sectional area,L is the path length
ndκxy is the xylem conductivity (i.e. conductance
ifference across it, as illustrated inFig. 3. Since the
trength of the walls is mostly a function of their thic
ess, the density of wood should be related to the w
otential at cavitation (Hacke et al., 2001). Empirical

ig. 3. Cross-section of xylem conduits illustrating wall deforma
n response to cavitation of a neighboring conduit.
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relationships between water potential at cavitation (Ψx)
and wood density (ρx) or the ratio of wall thickness
to conduit width have indeed been found in temper-
ate trees (Hacke et al., 2001). This trend of decreasing
minimum water potential (measured in leaves) with
increasing wood density was also evident in tropical
trees (Borchert, 1994; Meinzer, 2003). The empirical
relationships found byHacke and Sperry (2001)and,
that are used in the TAD model differ between gym-
nosperms and angiosperms.

For gymnosperms (tracheids only):

Ψx,min = −50
(w
r

)2
(36)

ρx =
[
1 −

((w
r

)
0.5 + 1

)−2
]

0.94

0.48
, where

w

r
≤ 0.50 (37)

For typical angiosperms (mostly vessels and fibers):

Ψx,min = −167
(w
r

)2
(38)

ρx =
[
1 −

((w
r

)
0.79+ 1

)−2
]

1

0.32
, where

w

r
≤ 0.23 (39)
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Fig. 4. simplified representation of seedling architecture inside the
model grid.

Huber value can be larger thanxsect1. Furthermore, as
shown inFig. 4, xsect1 increases towards the base of
the stem due to stem taper, which is also seen in natu-
ral trees (Mencuccini, 2002). The amount of this stem
taper is also an independent trait in the TAD model.
Analogous toxsect1there is another independent vari-
ablexsect2defined as the minimum amount of thick root
cross-section area per fine root length.

Beyond this coarse-scale crown architecture, trees
need fine-scale architecture to display the individual
leaf blades within a grid cell. In natural woody plants,
this fine-scale architecture consists of a combination of
twigs and petioles (or rachises in the case of compound
leaves). In TAD, the cross-section of these structures is
given byxsect1, as it was for branches. A constant length
of 1/3 of the grid cell width was estimated to represent
the average petiole/twig length necessary to distribute
the leaf blades uniformly within the entire grid cell.
In the case of petioles that length seems unnaturally
long relative to the area of a single leaf blade, if one
thinks only of simple leaves on single petioles. How-
ever, to distribute leaf blades in a volume as large as the
grid cells without twigs, natural trees would use some
form of compound leaf. Thus one needs to include the
long central rachis in the petiole length estimate, which
makes the 1/3 estimate more reasonable. In nature there
.4.2.3. Branch architecture. The simple 2D grid ce
pproach of the model that treats leaves and fine
s clusters rather than as individuals is not conduci
tudying architectural detail, and architecture is th
ore held constant in the TAD model.Fig. 4 illustrates
he simplified representation of canopy architect
hich consists of vertical stem segments and hori

al branch segments.
In addition to this mechanical architecture, pla

ave a hydraulic architecture. The ratio of stem cr
ectional area to leaf area is called the Huber value
nd it is commonly employed in experimental stud
f tree hydraulic architecture (Tyree and Ewers, 1991).

n the TAD model the independent traitxsect1 is sim-
lar but not the same as the Huber value. The v
f xsect1is defined as the minimum amount of bran
ross-section area per leaf area, when new leave
rown. Since leaves can die subsequently, the a
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are many intermediate strategies that use some combi-
nation of petioles and twigs, but this complication will
not be considered in the current version of the TAD
model. In TAD, seedlings either support their leaves
using only twigs or only rachises, and this parameter is
an independent trait.

3.4.2.4. Mechanical constraints. The inclusion of
mechanical constraints on seedling growth in TAD
is very important to producing realistic model tree
seedlings. Simulations with a preliminary version
of TAD that did not include mechanical constraints
showed that without the need for mechanical support,
the optimal stem design has a very small cross-section
area with a few large diameter high conductivity vessels
that are able to supply sufficient water for a relatively
large crown. In nature this design is represented in
the form of vines and lianas (Rowe and Speck, 2004).
Since in our investigation, we are interested in free-
standing self-supporting tree seedlings, we needed to
include mechanical constraints in TAD. This prelimi-
nary model result illustrates how experimental studies
of tree stems could benefit from studying the adapta-
tion to hydraulic as well as mechanical requirements at
the same time. A few experimental studies have started
taking this holistic approach (Gartner, 1995).

3.4.2.4.1. Stem mechanics. A number of theoreti-
cal approaches to the mechanical analysis of tree trunks
and plant stems have been used. Some adopt the crit-
ical buckling height for a column supporting its own
w
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Fig. 5. Column under generalized bending loads. The distancex is
positive in the downward direction from the origin labeled (0,0) in the
right diagram to simplify the calculations. The distancey is positive
in the direction to the right from the origin.

both vertical and horizontal forces applied at the top
of a column as illustrated inFig. 5. This more gener-
alized solution is necessary to facilitate breaking the
crown into segments connecting individual grid cells
(as inFig. 4). The vertical force in the figure can be
thought of as representing the weight of the leaves and
branches in the grid cell, and the horizontal force as the
drag force from wind. We derived an analytical solu-
tion to calculate the factor of safety for this scenario. In
our solution, we generalized the problem even further
by also including a moment applied at the top of the
column as well as the vertical (weight) and horizontal
forces (wind) (seeFig. 5).

Equations for the reaction forces and moment may
be derived by considering the deflection of the column
(illustrated inFig. 5) using the equation for an elastic
curve (see Chapter 8 inBeer and Johnston, 1985), also
known as the bending equation or Euler’s equation (ca.
1774):

∂2y

∂x2 = M

EMOEIMOI
(40)

M is the moment applied,EMOE is the modulus of elas-
ticity, and IMOI is the moment of inertia. In this case,
the equation for the elastic curve becomes:

∂2y

∂x2 = −M1 − P1y − P2x

EMOEIMOI
(41)
eight (Niklas, 1994a, 1994b, 1999, 2004), which is
modified version of Euler’s formula that in turn

nown as Greenhill’s formula (Greenhill, 1881). King
odified this formula to include a crown weight th

oads the column at a point that is located at 0.9 o
olumn height above the ground (King and Loucks
978; King, 1981, 1986). Other researchers have u
uler’s formula to derive formulas for a self-load
olumn bending under a horizontal force repres
ng a wind load or a rope pulling in an experim
Wood, 1995; Neild and Wood, 1999). Another simple
pproach when studying only the effect of wind load

s to approximate the stem as a cantilever beam u
ending (Niklas, 2000), similar to the way that branc
echanics are analysed in TAD as described in
ext section. All of these approaches were useful
ppropriate for their application, but are not ideal

he TAD model. The ideal equation for TAD includ
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or

y′′ + P1

EMOEIMOI
y = − P2

EMOEIMOI
x− M1

EMOEIMOI

(42)

with the following end conditions, assuming that the
base of the column is fixed:

y = 0, if x = L

y′ = 0, if x = L

The solution to the preceding differential equation
gives the deflection of the column:

y = A sin(ωx) + B cos(ωx) − M1

P1
− P2x

p1
(43)

where

A =
(
M1

P1
+ P2L

P1

)
sin(ωL) +

(
P2

P1

)
cos(ωL)

ω

B =
(
M1

P1
+ P2L

P1

)
cos(ωL) −

(
P2

P1

)
sin(ωL)

ω

ω =
√

P1

EMOEIMOI

Assuming a circular cross-section for the column with
radiusR, the moment of inertia can be calculated as
follows:
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To calculate the factor of safety of the column
against failure, the wood strength needs to be known.
The strength of wood can be predicted fairly accurately
from just its density using empirical relationships. The
following relationships for green wood from the Wood
Handbook (Forest Products Laboratory, 1999) were
used in the model:

For softwoods:

EMOE = 1.61× 1010G0.76 (48)

σcomp = 4.97× 107G0.94 (49)

For hardwoods:

EMOE = 1.39× 1010G0.72 (50)

σcomp = 4.90× 107G1.11 (51)

The maximum compression stress (σcomp) was cho-
sen rather than the modulus of rupture (MOR) in bend-
ing because the combined maximum stress (σmax) is
actually a compression stress and wood is much weaker
in compression than under tension (Forest Products
Laboratory, 1999). The reader may refer to Mattheck
for a more detailed discussion of mechanical failure
in trees (Mattheck et al., 1995; Mattheck, 1998). The
mechanical factor of safety is then:

FSstem= σcomp

σmax
(52)

The factor of safety must be greater than one at all times
i

be
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MOI = 1

4
πR4 (44)

he deflection of the column at the top (yx=0) is obtained
y letting x = 0 in the preceding equation. Now th

he deflection of the column is known, it is possi
o calculate the maximum stress in the column.
aximum stress will be at the base of the column

s the sum of the bending stress and the compre
tress from the vertical force:

max = MbR

IMOI
+ Pb

Ab
(45)

b = M1 + P1yx=0 + P2L (46)

b = P1 (47)

b andPb are the reaction moment and reaction fo
t the base, respectively.Ab is the cross section area

he column, andR is its radius.
f the column is not to break.
The preceding mechanical analysis cannot

pplied to the whole stem in TAD, because the ste
ot a single entity in the model representation but ra
onsists of a series of stem segments, each conne
wo grid cells, as illustrated inFig. 4. The mechan
al analysis needs to be applied to each stem seg
ndividually. As shown in the diagram the simplifi
rchitecture consists of vertical stem segments and

zontal branch segments.
Each segment must not only support the weight

ind forces on the leaves in its grid cell, but also
orces and moments from the stem and branch
ents extending from it. This is the reason wh
as necessary to derive the general case of a co
ubjected to horizontal and vertical forces as we
moment at the top of the segment. The forces
oments for each segment are calculated as fol
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The vertical load,P1 is the sum of the weights of
the plant materials in the grid cell and all grid cells
that it supports. The weight of the plant materials in a
grid cell includes the dry weight of the stem/branch,
twigs/petioles, and leaf blades, as well as the water
that they contain. The horizontal load,P2 consists of
the wind load acting on the leaves and branches in its
gird cell, plus the sum of the horizontal forces that act
on the adjacent stem and branch segments that it sup-
ports. The moment load,M1 is the sum of the reaction
moments,Mb acting on the adjacent stem and branch
segments that it supports.

The wind load acting on a grid cell is calculated as
follows. For the relatively short saplings considered in
TAD, wind speed can be approximated to vary linearly
with height above ground as follows:

Vwind = 4 + 2
Hgridcell

30
(53)

whereVwind is the wind speed, andHgridcell (cm) is
the height at the top of the grid cell. Thus, the wind
speed at 300 cm above the ground would be 24 m/s
(86.4 km/h), which is the maximum we have mea-
sured at a forest edge in southern Quebec in 2001.
This wind speed is very high because the mechani-
cal constraint should test if the seedling would break
under the highest wind gusts to which it might be
subjected. The drag force on a branch in the wind is cal-
culated as follows (see Chapter 9 inFox and McDonald,
1992):
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Fig. 6. Bending forces on branches.

of the leaf. The drag coefficient for a hemisphere is
CDL = 0.38 andCDB = 1.0 for a cylindrical branch seg-
ment withRe > 1000 (Table 9.3 inFox and McDonald,
1992), which is always the case for this application.

3.4.2.4.2. Branch mechanics. For branches the
wind and gravity loads are considered not to interact
since they are orthogonal to each other (Fig. 6). The
mechanical analysis is for a cantilever beam as follows
(Chapter 4.4. inBeer and Johnston, 1985):

σv = Mr

IMOI
= 4

πR3 (Mv + FvL) (56)

σh = Mr

IMOI
= 4

πR3 (Mh + FhL) (57)

whereM is the bending moment,R is the radius of a
cylindrical branch segment, andIMOI is its moment of
inertia. The larger of the two stresses,σv andσh is then
used asσmax to compute the factor of safety using the
maximum compressive stress as before for stems

FSbranch= σcomp

σmax
(58)

The forces and moments are calculated as follows.
The vertical force,Fv is the sum of the weight of the
seedling parts in the grid cell, and the vertical force of
the neighboring branch segments that it supports. The
horizontal force,Fh, is the sum of the wind force on the
leaves in the grid cell, and the horizontal force of the
supported neighboring branch segment. The bending
m i-
c g
m igh-
b ent
i -
t g
m igh-
b

D =
(
CDL

1

2
Aleaf + CDBAbranch

)
1

2
ρairV

2
wind

(54)

hereCD is the drag coefficient,Aleaf is the leaf area
ndρair is the density of air. Assuming standard air,
ensity of air isρair = 1.23 kg/m3, and the viscosity i
air = 1.78× 10−5 kg/(m s). The Reynolds number f

his flow is given by

e = ρairVwindDleaf

µair
(55)

he characteristic length for the flow is the leaf wid
leaf = 0.08 m. Thus forVwind = 14 m/s, theRe = 77393
nder such a large flow the leaf would bend and
ffective area would be reduced. Therefore, the s
f the leaf is approximated by a hollow hemisphere

he area is assumed to be about half of the actual
oment in the vertical plane,Mv is the sum of the vert
al forceFv multiplied by the lengthL, and the bendin
oment in the vertical plane of the supported ne
oring branch segment. Similarly, the bending mom

n the horizontal plane,Mh is the sum of the horizon
al forceFh multiplied by the lengthL, and the bendin
oment in the horizontal plane of the supported ne
oring branch segment.
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3.4.2.4.3. Root anchorage. The study of root
anchorage in tree seedlings has received much
less attention than in adult trees, probably because
windthrow is not a significant cause of mortality in
juvenile trees. Nevertheless, it is not possible to fully
understand the root systems of tree seedlings with-
out taking anchorage into consideration. Even in tree
seedlings the majority of root mass is contained in thick
roots near the base of the stem to give mechanical sta-
bility, not in fine roots for nutrient uptake. Studies of
tree seedling root systems are well served to combine
both resource uptake and mechanical functions in mod-
eling root form and function.

Several conceptual and analytical models for the
analysis of the mechanics of root anchorage have
been presented (Coutts, 1983; Ennos and Fitter, 1992;
Ennos, 1993, 1994, 2000; Niklas, 1998; Mattheck,
1998). There are two aspects to root anchorage: the
ability of the thick roots to withstand the mechanical
stresses transferred to them from the stem, and the abil-
ity of the soil to resist these stresses when they are
transferred from the roots. In seedlings, the ability of
the roots at the base of the stem to withstand mechan-
ical stresses is typically the weakest point. Therefore
the model only considers this type of failure at the base
of the stem. The failure of the soil itself (windthrow) is
more typically a problem in large trees, particularly in
trees with shallow root systems on weak soils.

In young trees, the root crown at the juncture with
the stem base may break if it cannot support the bending
m ent
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3.4.3. Fine roots (uptake of soil resources)
Because soil hydraulic conductance depends not

only on soil properties but also on fine root density
(i.e. root length per soil volume) we treat both topics
together in this section. This section also includes the
modeling of nutrient uptake, particularly active uptake,
which depends on the level of fine root metabolic activ-
ity.

3.4.3.1. Soil hydraulic conductance. The soil conduc-
tance is computed from the specific soil conductance
(ε) as follows:

Cs = sroot ρxε

d
(61)

wheresroot is the root surface area,x is a constant con-
verting the units from cm hydraulic head to MPa, andρ

is the density of water. The specific hydraulic conduc-
tance is a function of soil moisture as explained in the
section on soil resources. The variabled is the distance
the water must flow to the root, which is estimated from
the root density (root length per soil volume):

d = 1

2

(
Vgridcell

RL

)1/2

(62)

The ratio of root length (RL) to grid cell volume
(Vgridcell) in the equation is known as the fine root den-
sity, which is of great importance for water and nutrient
uptake as well as competition.
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oment transferred to this point. The bending mom
ould be supported by a single central taproot or by
ral large diagonal or lateral roots that come toge
t the root crown to form a single main root. The eq

ions for the mechanical analysis of this main root
nalogous to the analysis for branches as follows:

root = Mr

IMOI
= 4

πR3
taproot

(Mb) (59)

hereMb is the moment at the base of the stem,
taproot is the radius of the main root at the base of
tem. The mechanical factor of safety is

Sroot = σcomp

σroot
(60)

he factor of safety is only calculated for the main r
n the grid cell immediately below the base of the t
ince that is where the greatest stress occurs.
.4.3.2. Nutrient uptake. Nutrient uptake has both
assive and an active component. The passive u

s simply the product of water uptake and the nu
nt concentration of the soil pore solution. The ac
ptake is modeled assuming Michaelis–Menten k

cs as follows:

= ϕmax(Nsoil −Nsoilmin)

knut + (Nsoil −Nsoilmin)

θ

C

1

d
(63)

hereNsoil andNsoilmin are the nitrate concentration
he soil solution and the minimum concentration ne
ary for uptake, respectively.θ is the soil water conten
is its water holding capacity, andknut is a Michaelis

onstant. This formulation implies that at low nitr
oncentration uptake is limited by diffusion of nitrate
he root surface; whereas at high nitrate concentr
he number of active uptake sites on the fine root
ace limit uptake. The maximum rate of active nutri
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uptake (ϕmax) is assumed to be a linear function of the
fine root nitrogen content (RN), a measure of metabolic
activity:

ϕmax = cnut(RN − 0.01) (64)

3.4.3.3. Fine root tissue density, longevity, and diam-
eter. Among ecophysiological traits, those of fine root
traits are least well understood, which requires mak-
ing simplifying assumptions in the current version of
TAD. For example, root diameter is considered to be
the most important factor governing longevity of thick
roots in trees and shrubs (Gill and Jackson, 2000).
However, this relationship is not supported for tree fine
roots when comparing different species (Espeleta and
Donovan, 2002). Therefore a constant fine root diam-
eter of 0.05 cm (Comas and Eissenstat, 2004and our
unpublished data) and constant longevity of 30 weeks
were assumed (Eissenstat, 1991; Eissenstat et al., 2000;
Wells and Eissenstat, 2001; Wells et al., 2002). Sim-
ilarly, the tradeoffs associated with fine-root-tissue
density in trees are currently still poorly understood
(Eissenstat and Yanai, 1997). Consequently fine-root-
tissue density was conservatively assumed to be the
same as the wood density for thick roots, since fine
roots need to withstand the same low water potentials
as the thick roots. We consider these approximations for
fine root traits to be very coarse and consequently are
an inevitable source of inaccuracy in TAD as they are in
other tree models. In our view this lack of a better under-
s ater
e
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twigs is calculated in the same way as for woody tis-
sues, but for rachi the cost should be less, since they are
a less durable and less lignified structure. By compar-
ing the construction cost for twigs bearing the simple
leaves ofUlmus rubra to the rachises bearing leaflets of
the compound leaves ofJuglans nigra, Givnish (1995)
found that the construction costs of twigs were about
1.5 times as much as for rachises. Therefore, in the
TAD model rachises are assumed to have 0.667 times
the construction cost of twigs.

To calculate the construction cost of leaf blades in
TAD, we assumed that on a mass basis the construc-
tion cost is the same for cell walls, sclerenchyma and
cuticles:

αleaf = ρcellwallξζ(Vcellwall + Vschl + Vcuticle) (66)

where,ρcellwall is the density of cell wall tissue, and the
V’s are the respective volumes of each tissue type.

3.6. Resource balances

The resource balances considered in the TAD model
are the following, in order: (1) water, (2) carbon, and
(3) nitrogen.

3.6.1. Water balance calculations
The water balance calculations in the TAD model

are of great importance because they are at the cen-
t one
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tanding highlights the urgent need to focus gre
ffort on fine root traits in ecophysiology research.

.5. Tissue construction costs

The carbon costs for the construction of a tis
re a function of the volume of tissue, its density,

he cost of synthesizing a unit mass of the tissue.
onstruction cost for woody tissues (fine roots, th
oots, stems and branches) is:

wood = ρxξζVwood (65)

hereρx is the density of xylem wood,ξ the cost o
issue synthesis,ζ the carbon content of the tissue, a
wood is the volume of wood.

Leaf blades may be supported by rachi in the ca
ompound leaves or by woody twigs in the case of s
le leaves as explained earlier. The construction co
er of how the state of the model is updated from
ime step to the next. The model assumes that the w
ransported into the leaves in a grid cell equals
ater transpired by those leaves. In other words
ient effects related to water storage in leaves or s
re neglected. This assumption is reasonable in
eedlings since they have a relatively small stem
me (i.e. little water storage capacity) and the pat
ater conductance is short. The water transpire

he leaf per time step is controlled by the stomatal c
uctance as described earlier in the section on lea
xchange. The water uptake matching the leaf tra
ation is driven by the gradients in water potential
he plant and the soil. The water potentials requ
or this flow are computed using an Ohm’s law an
gy where the hydraulic conductances are repres

ike a network of electrical resistors (Tyree and Ewers
991) as illustrated inFig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of hydraulic resistance network of a seedling in analogy to an electrical circuit. TheR’s are the resistances,Ψ ’s
the water potentials,E’s the transpiration fluxes, andi’s are the water uptake fluxes. In this example, the seedling occupies three below ground
grid cells, and three above ground grid cells (grid cell divisions are not drawn to avoid clutter), but the equations derived below are valid for any
number of grid cells.

In this approach, the water potentials in the plant are
a function of the fluxes and resistances, which neglects
any effects of gravity on water potential. This assump-
tion is reasonable for the seedlings simulated in the
model, but would not apply in very tall trees. Accord-
ing to Ohm’s law the flux of water taken up by a root
may be calculated as:

in = (ΨSn − Ψx)

(RRn + RSn)
(67)

wheren is the number of the grid cell. According to
Kirchoff’s laws of circuit analysis, the sum of the water
uptake fluxes,

∑
in must equal the sum of the water-

transpired fluxes,
∑
En. Therefore, it can be shown

that the water potential of the xylem,Ψx is equal to the

following:

Ψx =

∑
n

[ΨSn/(RRn + RSn)] −
∑
n

En∑
n

[1/(RRn + RSn)]
(68)

Once the xylem water potential (Ψx) is known it is pos-
sible to calculate the root (ΨRn) and leaf (ΨLn) water
potentials as follows:

ΨRn = RRnin = Ψx

(
1 − RRn

RRn + RSn

)

+ΨSn

(
RRn

RRn + RSn

)
(69)
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ΨLn = Ψx − RLnEn (70)

Thus, if the total seedling transpiration is known these
three equations can be used to compute the water poten-
tials in the seedling from the water potentials of the soil
grid cells in the previous time step. The transpiration
rates are calculated as described in the section on leaf
gas exchange. Resistance is simply the inverse of con-
ductance.

The calculated leaf water potential is compared to
the minimum allowable leaf water potential, which is
a function of the osmotic potential. If the calculated
leaf water potential drops below the allowable mini-
mum, then the leaves in the grid cell wilt. If leaves
have wilted, the model program sets the leaf area of
the affected plant to zero in that grid cell. Similarly
the root (ΨR) and stem (Ψx) water potentials are com-
pared to the allowable minimum, the potential at which
catastrophic xylem cavitation is initiated. If root water
potential drops below the threshold, the model program
sets the fine root length of the affected seedling to zero
in that grid cell. However, if catastrophic xylem cav-
itation is initiated in the stem, then the whole plant
is considered to have wilted and the seedling dies.
Thus the stomatal control parameters (c1 and c2 in
the section on leaf gas exchange) need to limit tran-
spiration sufficiently to prevent such drought-induced
mortality.

Once the water balances have been calculated for
each seedling, the total water uptake from each soil
g take
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Another potential problem with numerical water
balance calculations is in the special case when a
seedling extends its root to a deeper soil grid cell that
is moister than the grid cells that its roots already
occupy. The new roots establish a hydraulic connection
between the soil grid cells, which allows flow from a
moist grid cell to a drier grid cell through the root sys-
tem. In nature this phenomenon occurs in adult trees of
some species with large deep root systems and is called
hydraulic lift (Caldwell and Richards, 1989; Dawson,
1993; Burgess et al., 1998). The reverse process of
water redistributed from moist surface layers to drier
deep soil layers has also been demonstrated (Schulze
et al., 1998; Burgess et al., 2001). However, the dis-
crete nature of the TAD model causes the connection
to appear very suddenly, which can create numerical
instability. Therefore the model code does not allow
any reverse flows (i.e. flow out of the roots into the
soil). Preventing hydraulic lift in the model should not
be a serious issue since hydraulic lift has never been
demonstrated to be important in seedlings.

3.6.2. Carbon balance calculations
Carbon is taken up through photosynthesis and lost

through respiration. Any surplus from the balance of
these processes is available for growth or storage. If
the balance is negative and stored carbon reserves have
been depleted, the seedling dies.

The carbon uptake is simply the realized photosyn-
thetic rate multiplied by the length of the time step.
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he photosynthetic rate is a function of the leaf tra
he stomatal conductance, the incident light, and
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The seedling respiration or carbon loss is the p
ct of the maintenance respiration rate and the
tep. Maintenance respiration rate is taken to be a
ar function of tissue nitrogen content, assuming
itrogen content is representative of enzyme con
nd thus metabolic activity. The empirical data fr
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RESP= (BRRN + BTRXN + BSXN + BLLN) mresp

(71)
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whereBR, BTR, BS, andBL are the respective mass of
carbon in fine roots, thick roots, stems and branches,
and leaves.RN, XN, andLN are the respective nitrogen
concentrations in fine roots, xylem or wood, and leaves.
Note that for roots this rate includes the respiration for
active nutrient uptake indirectly through the increased
nitrogen content associated with higher active uptake
(see Section3.4.3).

If surplus carbon is not used in growth, it may
be stored. Storing carbon can be advantageous in
a stochastic or seasonal environment where stored
carbon can be used to cover maintenance respira-
tion costs during adverse periods such as drought
or winter. The carbon storage capacity is limited by
the size of the seedling. We set the storage capac-
ity in g carbon to 20% of the dry mass in roots (fine
roots + thick roots) plus 10% of the dry mass in shoots
(leaves + branches + stem). These limits are based on
measurements reported in several studies (Loescher
et al., 1990; page 168 inKozlowski and Pallardy,
1997; Hoch et al., 2003; K̈orner, 2003). The conversion
and translocation of carbohydrates associated with this
long-term storage has a cost. To account for this cost
the amount of carbon moved into storage was reduced
by 10%.

Interestingly, preliminary simulations run prior to
limiting the storage capacity yielded tree seedling
designs with very unrealistic growth patterns. Introduc-
tion of the carbon storage constraint in the TAD model
eliminated this unrealistic behavior, implying that this
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Surplus nitrogen can be stored like surplus carbon, but
unlike carbon the nitrate storage capacity of seedlings
was not limited in the TAD model, since surpluses of
nitrate were always relatively small.

3.7. Mortality

Several types of mortality can occur in the model.
Drought (see Section3.6.1), mechanical failure (see
Section 3.4.2.4.1), and carbon starvation (see Sec-
tion 3.6.2) can all cause seedling mortality. Although
mechanical failure of stems or root anchorage is not
always fatal in nature, in the model it is treated as being
fatal since it is presumed to put the seedling at too great
a competitive disadvantage on average.

As in nature, survival is the first fitness criterion
in the model, mechanical integrity is the second, and
growth is only the third. Thus fitness is computed as
follows:

Fitness= Btotal

tsim
(72)

wheretsim is the number of days that the growth of the
seedling design was simulated, andBtotal is the total
dry mass of the seedling at the end of the simulation
if the seedling survived and did not fail mechanically,
otherwiseBtotal is zero.
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volution of tree form and behavior in nature. C
istent with this hypothesis, experimental studies
lso shown that in trees, especially in canopy trees
arbon storage can be limited more by storage cap
nd translocation rates than by carbon supply (Körner,
003).

.6.3. Nitrogen balance calculations
Nitrate status does not have any direct effec

urvival, acting only indirectly through its effect
rowth and consequently on carbon balance. Nitro

s needed for growth. The effect of nitrate on gro
epends on its availability relative to the availabi
f carbon and the relative amounts of nitrogen to
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nd carbon)

Carbon is allocated either to growth or to a stor
eserve for later use. The carbon and nitrogen
ated to growth are further divided into above or be
round. The allocation coefficients are a function

ime (t) according to a power law of the following form

llom = am + bm(t)cm for storage, (73)

lloC = aC + bC(t)cC for carbon, and (74)

lloN = aN + bN(t)cN for nitrogen (75

Although there is no direct experimental evide
hat plants use such allocation rules, this approac
requently been used successfully in plant growth m
ls (for reviews seeNikinmaa, 1992; Jackson et a
001). Power laws were chosen because they are
only used to scale with size/age in biology.
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3.9. Growth

After survival has been insured the surplus in
resources can be expended on growth according to the
allocation rules explained in the previous section and
the independent growth parameters explained in this
section. Since the distributions of roots and leaves are
explicit (between grid cells, but not within grid cells), a
set of rules is necessary to determine where new growth
is to occur. All growth occurs in cells already occupied
until threshold intensity is reached. By threshold inten-
sity a leaf area per grid cell (Lint) or a fine root length per
grid cell (Rint) is meant. This threshold is a function of
the resource availability as described by the following
equations. Soil depth (ddepth) was used to modify root
intensity since it is closely correlated with distribution
of soil resources (nutrients and water). Tree root inten-
sity has been shown to be correlated with soil nutrients
in the field (Thomas, 2000).

Lint = SgridLmaxIlevel (76)

Rint = RmaxVcell

(
ddepth

dgrid

)δ
(77)

whereLmaxandRmaxare independent parameters spec-
ifying the relative maximum intensities.Ilevel is the
relative light intensity, anddgrid is the maximum depth
of the soil grid. If the threshold intensity is reached
in all the occupied cells, then extension growth occurs
into grid cells adjacent to the cells already occupied
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shoot growth to occur includes this effect. This thresh-
old was set to 0.7 MPa assuming that turgor for shoot
extension needs to be slightly greater in woody plants
than in the sunflower data given byBressan (1998)due
to their stiffer cell walls. The leaf turgor pressure (TLn)
is calculated as follows for each grid cell in the crown:

TLn = ΨLn − osm (78)

The calculation of growth is the final fitness measure
assuming the constraints of survival and mechanical
integrity are met. Thus with this fitness measure defined
we are able to search for optimal tree seedling designs
in the trait space defined by the model.

3.10. Genetic algorithm and model
implementation

Goldberg (1989)andMitchell (1996)provide thor-
ough introductions to genetic algorithms, including
advice on their application to different types of opti-
mization problems. We used a GA with the stan-
dard features and parameter settings as recommended
in Goldberg (1989)for maximum mathematical effi-
ciency. The programming of the genetic algorithm and
the seedling simulation model were implemented in the
C language.

The genetic algorithm in TAD needs 1000–1500
generations to stabilize on an optimal solution, which
takes about half a day to 3 days on a 1.6 GHz computer
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The growth of leaves is linked to growth in suppo
ng stems and branches by the independent ratioxsect1.
his ratio insures that there is a minimum amoun
ylem per leaf area. Similarly the independent r
sect2links the growth of new fine roots to the amo
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In real plants, growth is reduced under drou
tress because turgor is insufficient for cell expan
Bressan, 1998). In the TAD model, a threshold that t
verage nocturnal leaf turgor pressure must excee
rocessor depending on the type of environment s
ated. Thus the application of the current version of
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. Simulation

The genetic algorithm in TAD was run for 2000 ge
rations to guarantee that the algorithm had stabi
n an optimal solution. We refer to the combination

rait values comprising this optimal solution at the
f the 2000 generations as an optimal design. S
uch optimal solutions are locally stable, this com
ation of trait values could also be referred to as
volutionary stable strategy or ESS (Maynard Smith
982), but since most of the independent traits tha
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optimized in TAD are morphological or physiological
rather than behavioral we prefer to call this optimal
solution an optimal design.

Although the eventual purpose of TAD is to compare
the optimal designs for different environments, here our
purpose is the presentation of the TAD model and its
realism. To demonstrate this realism we will present in
detail the traits, behavior, and growth patterns for an
example of an optimal tree seedling design found with
TAD for a particular environment.

The tree seedling design presented here was opti-
mized for average growth rate over 350 days while at
the same time ensuring survival and mechanical stabil-
ity in an environment that included competing neigh-
bors. This environment had a loam soil, moderately
humid air, high light, and a warm climate (Table 1).
Soil water was replenished to 95% of field capacity
in the topsoil layer every 15 days, in the second layer
every 30 days, in the third layer every 45 days, and
so on for the lower soil layers. The nitrate input to
the soil was at a rate of 20 gN/m2/year (typical of a
fertile temperate forest site,Larcher, 2003), and the

atmospheric CO2 concentration was 375 ppm. Thus the
environmental conditions for this first demonstration of
the model could be thought of as a productive but dry
environment such as an old field or a large forest gap
during summer in a in a warm temperate region or in
the tropics.

We also imposed a drought from day 90 to 150 of
the simulation, since tree seedlings need to be able to
withstand droughts even in relatively humid environ-
ments. We consider inclusion of at least one drought
period relatively early in the seedlings life important
since preliminary simulations showed that its inclusion
improved the realism of seedlings. Although the precise
environmental conditions we chose might seem arbi-
trary, other environmental conditions also produced
realistic seedlings, and we will explore the effects of
environmental differences in subsequent articles. Here
we are primarily concerned with describing the TAD
model and demonstrating the realism of the optimal
seedling designs that emerge in a typical, intermedi-
ate test environment, by presenting an example of an
optimal design.

F gth (bo ss section
g els). T ns and root
s

ig. 8. The distribution of leaf area (top panels) and fine root len
rid above ground (top panels) and below ground (bottom pan
ystems overlap.
ttom panels) for one of the tree seedlings within the vertical cro
he competing neighbors are not shown for clarity since crow
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5. Results

The growth and resource uptake for the optimal
tree seedling design found with the genetic algorithm
in TAD is illustrated inFigs. 8–14. These figures are
focused on the temporal patterns over the 350 day sim-
ulated growth period.Table A4 in Appendix A lists
the values for a number of functional traits for this
optimal model tree seedling. The range of values for
these traits in natural tree seedlings is also listed for
comparison. The listed traits were chosen because eco-
physiologists frequently measure them and data for
natural tree seedlings of a range of species were readily
available.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The TAD model was derived using the holistic
optimization approach advocated in Section1. This
approach gave priority to the interactions among organ
level traits performing multiple functions at the whole
plant level, rather than on all the details of individual

functions. Despite the inevitable simplifications associ-
ated with this approach the optimal tree seedling design
found by the GA for the particular environmental con-
ditions is remarkably realistic. This model seedling can
be examined at multiple scales of biological organiza-
tion, from the overall pattern of growth for the whole
seedling, to the variation in resource uptake by individ-
ual organs causing this overall pattern, to the diurnal
dynamics of the exchange of resources of an individual
organ, to the values of individual traits. We will exam-
ine the realism of the model seedling at each of these
scales in turn.

The overall pattern of growth of the model tree
seedling in our test environment showed a tendency
to grow predominantly below ground during the
first half of the simulated growth period, but then
switched to predominantly growing above ground
(Fig. 8). This behavior of an initial emphasis on
root growth is observed in many natural tree species
(Ledig et al., 1976), and is particularly pronounced
in drought-adapted tree species such as those from
the generaQuercus andCarya (Toumey, 1929; Holch,
1931; Biswell, 1935). Laterally, this design involved

F s. time ght period
w k line.
ig. 9. Plots of total dry mass, leaf area and fine root length v
as imposed from day 90 to 150, as indicated by the thick blac
to illustrate the growth of the tree seedling. Note that the drou
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Fig. 10. Growth analysis of the seedling showing how leaf weight ratio, root weight ratio, leaf area ratio, and relative growth rate change with
time in a correlated manner. The leaf weight ratio is defined as the fraction of plant dry mass that is leaves, and similarly the root weight ratio
is defined as the fraction of plant dry mass that is roots. The leaf area ratio is defined as the total leaf area divide by the total plant dry mass.
The relative growth rate is the growth rate of the plant relative to its size. (Lambers and Poorter, 2004) The thick solid line at the bottom of the
figures indicates the drought period.

Fig. 11. An allometric representation of the seedling’s growth.
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Fig. 12. The net carbon gain of the seedling plotted vs. time. Net carbon gain is the difference between carbon income and carbon expended for
maintenance. The thick solid line at the bottom of the figures indicates the drought period.

extending roots farther than branches (Fig. 8). Conse-
quently there is greater overlap between neighboring
seedlings in roots than in crowns. This relatively low
degree of crown overlap is presumably to avoid shad-
ing by neighbors. Natural tree seedlings usually also
avoid growing into each other’s crowns (our unpub-
lished data), whereas, their root systems often show
large overlap (Stout, 1956; and our unpublished data).

Extensive model validations with preliminary sim-
ulations under a range of environmental conditions (cf.
Table 1) revealed that the growth curves for the diverse
designs that emerge consistently have several growth
phases; these phases are less pronounced for the design
presented here (cf.Fig. 2) than for some other designs
from our preliminary simulations. The seedling growth
curve typically starts with an initial exponential phase,
which implies a constant relative growth rate (RGR) as
illustrated for the first 50 days inFig. 10. In the fol-
lowing period the growth curve becomes nearly linear
and RGR gradually declines as the increasing size of
the seedling steadily increases support costs on a leaf
area basis (Weiner, 2004) and competition by neighbors
begins to have an effect. This ontogenetic shift is also
observed in natural tree seedlings (Evans, 1972; Ledig

et al., 1976) and it is a strength of the TAD model that
this ontogenetic effect is faithfully reproduced (Körner,
1991).

In our example here, a drop in RGR from day 90
to 150 due to the imposed drought period interrupts
the prolonged linear phase, but the previous trajec-
tory is quickly resumed after day 150. Such drought-
induced suppression of tree growth also is well known
(Kozlowski and Pallardy, 1997). At the very end of
the growth period, there is a phase where growth
rate declines further due to intense crowding from
the neighboring tree seedlings. At this point natu-
ral tree seedlings would begin the process of self-
thinning (White, 1981; Westoby, 1984). That the model
seedlings show this important turning point is a further
indication of the model’s realism.

These changes in growth rate with increasing
seedling size present a challenge for experimental
researchers who need a consistent basis for making
comparisons among individuals or species (Coleman
et al., 1994). One solution is to use relative growth rate
(RGR) where growth rate is normalized by the size
of the plant; RGR is the basic measure used in most
modern growth analyses (Evans, 1972; Lambers and
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Fig. 13. Time series plots of the uptake of the four modeled resources: carbon, light, water, and nitrogen. The thick solid line at the bottom of
the figures indicates the drought period.

Poorter, 2004). Comparative studies have discovered
that RGR is most closely related to the leaf area ratio
(LAR) (Körner, 1991; Lambers and Poorter, 2004). The
model seedling’s RGR also has a close relationship
with LAR as shown in the right panels ofFig. 10. The
leaf and root weight ratios (LWR and RWR, respec-
tively) are other commonly used measures in growth
analysis. The LWR and RWR plotted in the left panels
of Fig. 10illustrate shifts in allocation during different
phases of the seedling’s growth. Initially the empha-
sis is on root growth as mentioned previously and the
RWR increases dramatically up to the beginning of the
drought. After the drought, growth switches to predom-
inantly shoot growth and RWR declines gradually. The
LWR generally follows the opposite trend except near
the end of the simulated growth period where LWR also
declines gradually. During this final phase the seedling
can no longer expand the size of its crown due to crowd-
ing from its neighbors and consequently shoot growth
consists mainly of height rather than leaf area growth.
The model seedling’s values for RWR were higher than

for natural tree seedlings from tropical montane forest
(Lambers and Poorter, 2004), but not unreasonable con-
sidering that the simulated environment was relatively
dry. The values for the LAR, LWR, and RGR compare
well with values for natural tree seedlings (Lambers
and Poorter, 2004).

An alternative approach to the problem of compar-
isons across ontogenetically diverse groups is to use
an allometric framework where comparisons are made
on a size basis rather than a time basis (Coleman et
al., 1994; Weiner, 2004; Preston and Ackerly, 2004).
The allometric relationships in the model seedlings (cf.
Fig. 11) show the same kind of constancy as in natu-
ral tree seedlings (Körner, 1991; Weiner, 2004). This
constancy is not programmed into the TAD model with
an allometric equation, but rather is the outcome of the
interaction among the independent allocation traits and
the indirect effects of the other independent traits. Like
the other results presented here, the allometric relation-
ships are emergent patterns, and as such are a much
stronger test of the model’s overall realism than an
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Fig. 14. Plot of a 10-day excerpt of the leaf gas exchange data including water vapor gradient from leaf to air, light intensity, stomatal conductance,
transpiration rate, xylem water potential, and photosynthetic rate averaged over the all of the seedlings leaves. The first of the two upper panels
represent environmental conditions that influence the response variables plotted in the other four panels. Note that these days fall within the
drought event, and that water supply is diminishing steadily through the period.

examination of any individual model component would
be.

Beyond the comparison of the overall growth pat-
tern of the model seedling, the underlying causes of this
variation in growth rate are also realistic. The underly-
ing causes of the variation in growth rate can be exam-
ined by comparing the growth curves with the curves of
resource uptake. In the model results, the growth curves
run parallel to the curves for carbon income and main-
tenance costs (compareFigs. 9 and 12), although the
income curve is much more irregular showing several
prominent dips. The most prominent of these is at the
end of the drought indicating that soil moisture may be
an important factor in limiting carbon gain. This inter-
pretation is reinforced by the resource uptake patterns
(Fig. 13). In the two left panels ofFig. 13, carbon uptake
per leaf area clearly shows the same pattern of dips as
the water uptake per leaf area. Uptake of water and

carbon are linked via the stomatal conductance imply-
ing that stomatal regulation is the controlling factor
(Cowan and Farquhar, 1977). The continued decline
in resource uptake per leaf area even after the drought
ends suggests that the stomatal conductance is not only
reacting to soil moisture. Stomata also react to light
(Cowan and Farquhar, 1977), implying that the long
decline in average light interception per leaf area due
to self-shading and neighbor-shading with increasing
size is the ultimate reason for the decline in carbon
uptake and therefore also growth rate. Given that a large
proportion of the nitrogen uptake was passive (69%)
under the very fertile conditions in this simulation, we
can expect that the nitrate uptake should largely decline
in parallel to the water uptake as shown in the lower
panels ofFig. 13. These strong, interacting effects of
light and water availability on carbon uptake are also
observed in nature (Kozlowski and Pallardy, 1997).
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At an even finer scale than the causes of variation
in growth rate, the diurnal leaf gas exchange patterns
can also be investigated for realism. The stomatal con-
trol behavior is examined more closely inFig. 14,
where an excerpt of leaf gas exchange averaged over
the crown is plotted for 10 days during the height of the
drought period. These curves show that in response to
the peaks in molar vapor gradient in the early afternoon,
stomatal conductance is reduced greatly to reduce tran-
spirational losses. Consequently the transpiration rate
shows a sharp dip in midday that is typically also seen in
real trees (Tenhunen et al., 1987; and our unpublished
data). This midday dip is expected theoretically when
water-use-efficiency is optimized on a diurnal basis
(Cowan and Farquhar, 1977). Another consequence of
this optimal behavior is that maximum photosynthetic
rate occurs in the mornings (seeFig. 14), a fact that is
well known to ecophysiologists (Pearcy, 1989).

Even though the priority of the model was on realism
at the scale of the whole seedling rather than on realism
in individual traits, it is noteworthy that even at the scale
of the individual traits the model results are realistic.
Specifically, of the 19 commonly measured ecophysio-
logical traits listed inTable A4, only three of the values
for the model seedling design fell outside the natural
range, and even these were not unreasonable values.
Given the simplifications and coarse approximations
that were necessary in designing the TAD model, the
high concordance with the natural values of traits is
satisfying.
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tems are providing many new insights of fundamental
importance to biology and are attracting many model-
ers to problems in biological complexity (Proulx et al.,
2005; Ellis, 2005). The TAD model is the first model
of plant function that allows studying the interactions
among traits as a complex system. Consequently, the
TAD model is well suited to provide original insights
into the general laws governing tree seedling design
and trait evolution that go beyond conventional models
in fundamental ways (Sutherland, 2005). For exam-
ple, the modeling approach taken in TAD allows us to
investigate questions such as: (1) What are the whole
plant consequences of individual traits (Mooney and
Chiariello, 1984); (2) How do different traits affect
the outcomes of competition (Mooney and Chiariello,
1984); (3) What is the potential for alternative designs
of approximately equal performance (Körner, 1991;
Farnsworth and Niklas, 1995; Gutschick, 1999); and
(4) Which traits are most critical to adaptation in dif-
ferent environments (Mooney and Chiariello, 1984)?
We will report the outcome of inquiries on these lines
in subsequent papers.
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Table A1
List of the 34 independent traits in the seedling model

Independent trait variables Symbol Range modela Range in nature if known

Fraction storage 0.01–0.11
Root-to-shoot 0.05–0.35
Fine-to-thick 0.01–0.41
Leaf-to-stem 0.2–0.8
Carbon allocation parameter aC 0.1–0.9
Storage allocation parameter am 0.1–0.9
Nitrogen allocation parameter aN 0.1–0.9
Carbon allocation parameter bC 0.1–0.9
Storage allocation parameter bm 0.1–0.9
Nitrogen allocation parameter bN 0.1–0.9
Water-use constant c1 0.0001–0.01 mol CO2/mol H2O
Water-use exponent c2 0.1–10 MPa−1

Carbon allocation exponent cC 0–1
Storage allocation exponent cm 0–7.5
Nitrogen allocation exponent cN 0–1.5
Mesophyll cell wall thickness cw 0.1–6.4�m 0.3�m (page 434 inNobel, 1991)
Leaf cell diameter dcell 17–80�m 20–80�m (Nobel, 1991)
Maximum root depth dmax 15–135 cm 3–78 cmb

Fraction of leaf cross-section
area that is schlerenchyma

fscl 0–0.07 0–0.06 (Choong et al., 1992)

Maximum stomatal
conductance

gmax
c 0.1–2.00 mol CO2/m2 s

Number of mesophyll cell
layers in the leaf

Layers 1–16 1–12 (Nobel, 1991)

Maximum leaf area intensity Lmax 0.1–3.2 cm2 leaf/grid cell
Mesophyll cell nitrogen

concentration
Ncell 0.005–0.020 g N/g H2O 0.005–0.020 (Roderick et al., 1999b)

Petiole vs. twig construction
cost

Petiole 0.667 for petioles, 1.0 for twigs

Maximum fine root length
intensity

Rmax 0.1–3.2 cm root/cm3

Fine root nitrogen content RN 0.02–0.09 gN/g root 0.01–0.03 (our unpublished data)
Stem taper Taper 0–0.01 cm2 sapwood/cm stem length
Cuticle thickness tcuticle 0.5–15.5× 10−4 cm 1.2–15�m (Choong et al., 1992)
Ratio of xylem wall thickness

to vessel radius
w/r 0.05–0.5 for tracheid; 0.01–0.23 for vessels Hacke et al. (2001)

Maximum crown width wcmax 15–90 cm to each side 0–177 cmb

Maximum root system width wrmax 15–90 cm to each side 0–278 cmb

Ratio of stem sapwood area
per leaf area

xsect1 0.0001–0.0016 cm2/cm2 2.42E−6–0.00335b with an avg.
0.000337

Ratio of root sapwood area
per fine root length

xsect2 0.00003–0.00048 cm2/cm

Depth exponent δ −2 <δ< +2

We refer to traits in TAD as independent if they are independent variables during the optimization of the seedling design. Note to test the realism
of the model to produce realistic values the range allowed for each independent trait must be larger than the range found in natural tree seedlings.
Therefore, the range of the variables for which published data was available has also been listed in the table.

a If units are not given the variable is dimensionless.
b Unpublished data for seedlings of 29 southern Quebec tree species. Seedlings in the study were between 2 and 306 cm tall at the time of

harvest (at the end of the third growing season).
c We measuredgmax up to 1.8 mol CO2/m2 s in seedlings of 28 temperate hardwood tree species (unpublished data). Maximum conductances

over 1.0 mol CO2/m2 s only occurred in fast-growing shade-intolerant species.
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Table A2
List of constants in the model

Constant Symbol Units Value in model

Water holding capacity of the soil grid cell C g H2O/cm3 Function of the soil type (Brady and Weil, 1999)
Concentration of CO2 in the air ca ppm User-specified
Drag coefficient for stem and branch segments CDB Dimensionless 1.0 (Table 9.3 inFox and McDonald, 1992)
Drag coefficient for leaves CDL Dimensionless 0.38 (Table 9.3 inFox and McDonald, 1992)
Nutrient uptake constant cnut gN/cm 0.01
Cell wall shade constant cshade1 �m 4
Chloroplast shade constant cshade2 �m−1 10
Depth at the middle of the grid cell ddepth cm 15–135, depending on soil layer
Depth of the lowest soil grid cells dgrid cm 135
Leaf characteristic length Dleaf cm 8 (based on effective leaf area)
Diffusion constant for CO2 at standard

conditions
D0

CO2
m2/s 1.4968E−9 in water

1.33E−5 in air
Fine root diameter droot cm 0.05 (Eissenstat, 1992; Fitter, 1996; Pregitzer et

al., 2002).
Daily evaporation rate Edaily g/day cm2 User-specified
Boundary layer conductance gb mol CO2/m2 s 1.0 in model, but 0.2–2.0 in nature (page 399 in

Nobel, 1991)
Height at the top of the grid cell Hgridcell cm 30
Light reaction coefficient klight �mol/m2s 50
Rate constant knut gN/cm3 0.000005
Length of branch or stem segment L m 0.3 except for stem base which is 0.15
Mesophyll cell photosynthetic sensitivity mphoto �m/(molCO2/m2 s) 15
Maintenance respiration rate per gram of tissue

nitrogen
mresp gC/gN day 1.0368 (estimated from graphed data inReich

et al., 1998b)
Minimum mesophyll cell nitrogen

concentration
Nmin gN/gH2O 0.002

Minimum nutrient concentration Nsoilmin gN/cm3 0.000001
Air pressure inside the leaf P MPa 101.325
Atmospheric pressure P0 MPa 101.325
Resistance to CO2 diffusion across the

mesophyll cell plasmalemma
Rpl s/m 318.31 (Nobel, 1991)

Horizontal area of grid cell Sgrid cm2 30× 30 = 900
Effective area of a leaf sleaf cm2 64
Number of days in the simulation tsim Days Set by user (maximum of 1000)
Grid cell volume Vgridcell cm3 30× 30× 30 = 27000
Width of grid cell wgridcell cm 30
Nitrogen content of woody tissues xN gN/gC 0.01 (our unpublished data)
Molar fraction gradient of water vapor �w = wi − wa Dimensionless Used tabulated values as function of

temperature
Specific soil conductance ε cm/day Depends on soil type (Brady and Weil, 1999)
Carbon content ζ gC/g tissue 0.46 (our unpublished data)
Air viscosity µair kg/(m s) 1.78E−5 (Fox and McDonald, 1992)
Cost of synthesis ξ gC/gC 1.35 (Bloom et al., 1985; Chapin, 1989)
Pi π Dimensionless 3.1415927
Air density ρair kg/m3 1.23 (Fox and McDonald, 1992)
Density of leaf cell wall material ρcellwall g/cm3 0.7
Density of xylem wall material ρx g/cm3 1 (Hacke et al., 2001)
Cell wall shear stress τ MPa 3
Head to MPa χ cm/MPa 10204

A reference is given for values of constants taken from the literature. Explanations for estimates of constants not from the literature are found
in the respective sections of the model description.
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Table A3
List of symbols for dependent variables in the model

Parameter Symbol Units

Photosynthetic rate A gC/cm2 day
Branch or stem cross-section area Ab m2

Seedling’s total vertical branch cross section area in the grid cell Abranch m2

Seedling’s total leaf area in the grid cell Aleaf m2

Allocation of carbon to above vs. below ground growth AlloC Dimensionless fraction
Allocation to storage for maintenance Allom Dimensionless fraction
Allocation of carbon to above vs. below ground growth AlloN Dimensionless fraction
Horizontal area occupied by a mesophyll cell Ames �m2

Total carbon in the leaves of the seedling BL gC
Total carbon in fine roots of the seedling BR gC
Total carbon in stems and branches of the seedling BS gC
Total dry mass of the seedling Btotal g dry mass
Total carbon in thick roots of the seedling BTR gC
CO2 concentration inside mesophyll cells in layern cc,n Dimensionless
CO2 concentration inside the substomatal cavity ci Dimensionless
Soil conductance Cs g H2O/MPa day
Soil distance D cm
Diffusion constant for CO2 D0

CO2
m2/s

Transpiration rate E g H2O/cm2 day
Modulus of elasticity EMOE Pa
Total transpiration from grid celln En g H2O/day
Soil evaporation Evap g H2O
Drag force FD N
Mechanical factor of safety FS Dimensionless
Combined internal leaf conductance gi mol CO2/(m2 s)
Cuticular conductance gmin mol H2O/m2 s
Stomatal conductance gs mol CO2/m2 s
Light intensity in the canopy I �mol/m2 s
Light intensity above the canopy I0 �mol/m2 s
Light intensity incident on the leaf surface Iin �mol/m2 s
Relative light level Ilevel Dimensionless fraction
Modulus of inertia IMOI m4

Sap-flow in rootn in g H2O/day
Conductance K g H2O/MPa day
Path length of branch Lb cm
Leaf area intensity threshold Lint cm2/cm2 grid cell
Leaf longevity Llong Weeks
Leaf nitrogen content LN gN/gC
Path length of root Lr cm
Mechanical moment M Nm
Total maintenance respiration rate MRESP gC/day
Number of leaves in grid cell N Dimensionless
Nutrient concentration in the soil solution Nsoil gN/cm3

Osmotic potential osm MPa
Mechanical force P N
Photosynthetic rate of a mesophyll cell in layern Pn gC/day
Radius of stem or branch segment or tap root at the base R m
Resistance to CO2 diffusion across mesophyll cell walls Rcw s/m
Resistance to CO2 diffusion in the mesophyll cell cytosol Rcy s/m
Reynolds number Re Dimensionless
Resistance to CO2 diffusion in the leaf internal air space Rias s/m
Fine root length intensity threshold Rint cm/grid cell
Root length RL cm
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Table A3 (Continued )

Parameter Symbol Units

Hydraulic resistance of branch going to grid celln RLn (MPa day)/g H2O
Fine root longevity Rlong Weeks
Hydraulic resistance of rootn RRn (MPa day)/g H2O
Hydraulic resistance of soil grid celln RSn (MPa day)/g H2O
Leaf internal shading constant due to chloroplasts scchl Dimensionless
Leaf internal shading constant due to cell walls scw Dimensionless
Root surface area sroot cm2

Absolute temperature of the leaf T K
Time Time Timestep/year
Turgor of leaves in grid celln TLn MPa
Volume of leaf cell wall Vcellwall cm3

Volume of leaf cuticle Vcuticle cm3

Light reaction coefficient 1 νlight mol CO2/m2 s
Mesophyll cell volume Vmes �m3

Volume of leaf schlerenchyma Vschl cm3

Wind speed Vwind m/s
Volume of wood Vwood cm3

Deflection due to mechanical loading Y m
Leaf cell layer Z Dimensionless
Construction cost α gC
Xylem cross-section area β cm2

Water content of the soil grid cell θ g H2O/cm3

Xylem conductivity κxy g H2O/cm MPa day
Water-use level νwater mol CO2/mol H2O
Failure stress under compression �comp Pa
Maximum stress �max Pa
Rate of active nutrient uptake Φ gN/cm2 surface area
Maximum rate of active nutrient uptake ϕmax gN/cm
Leaf water potential ΨL MPa
Root water potential ΨR MPa
Soil water potential Ψs MPa
Xylem water potential Ψx MPa
Minimum xylem water potential Ψx,min MPa

We refer to traits in TAD as independent if they are independent variables during the optimization of the seedling design. Other variables that
are calculated from these independent variables are referred to as dependent variables.

Table A4
List of values for ecophysiological traits in the model tree seedling compared to their range in natural tree seedlings

Dependent trait Range in model
tree seedling

Range in natural
trees

References

Maximum photosynthetic rate (�mol/m2s) 18 3–24 Reich et al. (1999), Prior et al. (2003); our
unpublished data

Leaf longevity (weeks) 52 6–450 Reich et al. (1999)
Leaf blade nitrogen concentration (i.e. petioles not

included) (%)
4.9 0.6–4.3 Reich et al. (1999), Prior et al. (2003); our

unpublished data
Leaf mass per area (g/m2) 48 14–833 Reich et al. (1998b), Reich et al. (1999)
Leaf thickness (�m) 331 65–1296 Cavelier (1990), Choong et al. (1992),

Holbrook and Putz (1996), Niinemets (2001),
Prior et al. (2003)
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Table A4 (Continued )

Dependent trait Range in model
tree seedling

Range in natural
trees

References

Minimum cuticular conductance (mol H2O/cm2 s) 150 4–160 Nobel (1991)
Productivity water-use-efficiency (g dry mass/kg H2O) 0.7 1–6 Larcher (2003)
Average daily water-use-efficiency (gC/kg H2O) 2.4 0.9–6 Ehleringer et al. (1985)
Maximum sap-flow rate per leaf area (g/m2h) 545 21–1611 Our unpublished dataa

Maximum sap-flow rate per stem basal area (g/cm2h) 310 14–1330 Our unpublished dataa

Huber value (cm2 wood/m2 leaf area) 2.4 0.1–33.5 Our unpublished dataa

Leaf water potential at wilting point (MPa) 1.2 0.8–7 Cavelier (1990), Holbrook and Putz (1996),
Niinemets (2001), Groom (2004)

Minimum xylem water potential (MPa) 2.9 1–12 Hacke et al. (2001)
Wood density (g/cm3) 0.56 0.16–1.05 Forest Products Laboratory (1999)
Specific root length (m/g) 9 20–300 Reich et al. (1998b), Espeleta and Donovan

(2002), Comas et al. (2002)
% Nitrogen uptake that was passive 69 0.5 in tundra, 80

in corn field
Lambers et al. (1998)

Height-to-basal diameter ratio 147 8–164 Our unpublished dataa

Root area index (cm2 fine root surface area/cm2

ground)
1.4 0.05–10b Larcher (2003)

Leaf area index (cm2 leaf area/cm2 ground) 3.7 3–16c Larcher (2003)

Traits were chosen because ecophysiologists commonly measure them and published data was readily available (references given in the right
column).

a Our unpublished data is for seedlings of 29 tree species native to southern Quebec.
b For seedlings 0.05–2.4, up to 10 for dense conifer stands, less for deciduous trees, and 2–4 for shrubs.
c For adult trees whose LAI should be higher than for seedlings. Highest LAI’s are for conifers.

with descriptive results of the model tree seedling
(Table A4).
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